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STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 
April 30, 2013 

 

 CLASS C CLASS I 

Ancora Income Fund ANICX AAIIX 
Ancora Equity Fund ANQCX ANQIX 
Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund AATCX AATIX 
Ancora Microcap Fund ANCCX ANCIX 
Ancora Special Opportunity Fund ANSCX ANSIX 

 
This Statement of Additional Information (this “Statement of Information” or the “SAI”) relates to the Prospectus of the above-
referended funds (the “Funds”) of Ancora Trust (the “Trust”) dated April 30, 2013. 
 
This SAI is not a prospectus.  This Statement of Additional Information is incorporated in its entirety into the Prospectus of the 
Funds.  This SAI should be read with the Prospectus of the Funds. 
 
To receive a copy of the Prospectus, you may write to the Trust or call toll free 1.866.626.2672.   
 
Ancora Trust 
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 
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TRUST HISTORY 
 
Each of Ancora Income Fund, Ancora Equity Fund, Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund, Ancora MicroCap Fund and Ancora Special 
Opportunity Fund (each, a “Fund” and collectively, the “Funds”) is a separate series of Ancora Trust (the “Trust”), an Ohio business 
trust under a Declaration of Trust dated August 20, 2003.  The Trust’s Declaration of Trust permits the Trust to issue an unlimited 
number of shares of beneficial interest representing interests in separate funds of securities, and it permits the Trust to offer 
separate classes of each such series. 

 
Currently, the Trust offers shares of the following Funds and shares of the following classes of each Fund: 
 

FUND C I 
Ancora Income Fund X X 
Ancora Equity Fund X X 
Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund X X 
Ancora MicroCap Fund X X 
Ancora Special Opportunity Fund X X 

 
 
INVESTMENTS AND RISKS 
 
Classification 
 
Each Fund is an “open-end” management investment company as defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended 
(the “1940 Act”).  Each Fund is a “diversified” company as defined in the 1940 Act.  Among other things, a diversified Fund must, 
with respect to 75% of its total assets, not invest more than 5% of its total assets in any one issuer. 
 
Investment Strategies and Risks 
 
Ancora Income Fund has an investment objective of obtaining a high level of income, with a secondary objective of capital 
appreciation in the value of its shares. Ancora Equity Fund has an investment objective of obtaining a high total return, through a 
combination of income and capital appreciation in the value of its shares.   Each of Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund and Ancora 
MicroCap Fund has an investment objective of obtaining capital appreciation.  Ancora Special Opportunity Fund has an investment 
objective of obtaining a high total return, through a combination of income and capital appreciation in the value of its shares.  .  The 
principal investment strategies used by each of the Funds to pursue this objective, together with the principal risks of investing in the 
Fund, are described in the Fund Summaries at the beginning of the Prospectus.  Each Fund’s investment objective is fundamental 
and may not be changed without shareholder approval. 
 
In addition to its principal strategies, each Fund may engage in any of the following investment strategies which are not principal 
strategies of such Fund. Those investment strategies and the risks of such strategies are described below. 
 
Equity Securities.  A Fund may invest in equity securities, including common stock, preferred stock, convertible preferred stock and 
convertible bonds. 
In selecting equity securities for the Fund, the Advisor will utilize both fundamental research and technical analysis. 
 
Ancora Income Fund anticipates that the majority of its equity investments will be made in convertible bonds and convertible 
preferred stock, since these securities generally have a higher yield and a lesser risk of capital depreciation than the common stocks 
into which they are convertible.  While these securities will generally be chosen for their ability to pay dividends, there can be no 
assurance that the dividends will be continued.   
 
Individual market values of equity securities will fluctuate based on individual corporate developments as well as general economic 
conditions.  As a result of these factors, the share price of a Fund could decline to the extent that the Fund is invested in such equity 
securities. 
 
Debt Securities.  A Fund may invest in debt securities. A Fund’s portfolio will be exposed to the following additional risks in 
connection with each of its investments in debt securities: 

 
• Prices of debt securities rise and fall in response to interest rate changes for similar securities. Generally, when interest 

rates rise, prices of debt securities fall. To the extent that a Fund invests in debt securities, the net asset value of the 
Fund may decrease during periods of rising interest rates. 

 
• An issuer of debt securities may default (fail to repay interest and principal when due). If an issuer defaults or the risk of 

such default is perceived to have increased, the Fund will lose all or part of its investment. To the extent that a Fund 
invests in debt securities, the net asset value of the Fund may fall during periods of economic downturn when such 
defaults or risk of defaults increases. 

 
• Securities rated below investment grade, also known as junk bonds, generally entail greater risks than investment grade 

securities. For example, their prices are more volatile, their values are more negatively impacted by economic downturns, 
and their trading market may be more limited. 

 
Restricted Securities. A fund may invest in restricted securities, including securities issued pursuant to SEC Rule 144A.  Restricted 
Securities are subject to legal restrictions on their sale. Difficulty in selling securities may result in a loss or be costly to a fund. 
Restricted securities generally can be sold in privately negotiated transactions, pursuant to an exemption from registration under the 
Securities Act of 1933 (1933 Act), or in a registered public offering. Where registration is required, the holder of a registered security 
may be obligated to pay all or part of the registration expense and a considerable period may elapse between the time it decides to 
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seek registration and the time it may be permitted to sell a security under an effective registration statement. If, during such a period, 
adverse market conditions were to develop, the holder might obtain a less favorable price than prevailed when it decided to seek 
registration of the security. 
 

Derivatives 

The Funds may invest in various instruments that are commonly known as derivatives. Generally, a derivative is a financial 
arrangement, the value of which is based on, or “derived” from, a traditional security, asset, or market index. Some “derivatives” 
such as certain mortgage-related and other asset-backed securities are in many respects like any other investment, although they 
may be more volatile or less liquid than more traditional debt securities.  There are, in fact, many different types of derivatives and 
many different ways to use them. There is a range of risks associated with those uses. Futures and options are commonly used for 
traditional hedging purposes to attempt to protect a Fund from exposure to changing interest rates, securities prices, or currency 
exchange rates and as a low cost method of gaining exposure to a particular securities market without investing directly in those 
securities. However, some derivatives are used for leverage, which tends to magnify the effects of an instrument’s price changes as 
market conditions change. Leverage involves the use of a small amount of money to control a large amount of financial assets, and 
can in some circumstances, lead to significant losses. A Fund may, but is not required to, use derivative instruments for any of the 
following purposes:  

• To hedge against adverse changes - caused by changing interest rates, stock market prices or currency 
exchange rates - in the market value of securities held by or to be bought for the Fund;  

• As a substitute for purchasing or selling securities;  

• To shorten or lengthen the effective portfolio maturity or duration;  

• To enhance the Fund’s potential gain in non-hedging or speculative situations; or  

• To lock in a substantial portion of the unrealized appreciation in a stock without selling it.  

The use of derivatives for non-hedging purposes may be considered speculative.  Additional information regarding derivatives that 
the Funds may use and some of their associated risks is found above below.  

Forward Foreign Currency Contracts 

The Funds may enter into forward foreign currency contracts to manage foreign currency exposure and as a hedge against possible 
variations in foreign exchange rates. A Fund may enter into forward foreign currency contracts to hedge a specific security 
transaction or to hedge a portfolio position.  These contracts may be bought or sold to protect the Funds, to some degree, against 
possible losses resulting from an adverse change in the relationship between foreign currencies and the U.S. dollar.  A Fund also 
may invest in foreign currency futures and in options on currencies. 

A forward contract involves an obligation to purchase or sell a specific currency amount at a future date, agreed upon by the parties, 
at a price set at the time of the contract. A Fund may enter into a contract to sell, for a fixed amount of U.S. dollars or other 
appropriate currency, the amount of foreign currency approximating the value of some or all of a Fund’s securities denominated in 
such foreign currency.  These contracts are transferable in the interbank market conducted directly between currency traders 
(usually large commercial banks) and their customers. A forward currency contract generally has no deposit requirement and is 
traded at a net price without commission. A Fund will place assets in a segregated account, otherwise earmark assets or otherwise 
“cover” its position in a manner consistent with the 1940 Act or the rules and SEC interpretations thereunder to assure that its 
obligations under forward foreign currency contracts are covered.  Neither spot transactions nor forward currency contracts eliminate 
fluctuations in the prices of the Fund’s securities or in foreign exchange rates, or prevent loss if the prices of these securities should 
decline. 

By entering into forward foreign currency contracts, a Fund will seek to protect the value of its investment securities against a 
decline in the value of a currency. However, these forward foreign currency contracts will not eliminate fluctuations in the underlying 
prices of the securities. Rather, they simply establish a rate of exchange which one can obtain at some future point in time. Although 
such contracts tend to minimize the risk of loss due to a decline in the value of the hedged currency, they also tend to limit any 
potential gain which might result should the value of such currency increase. At the maturity of a forward contract, a Fund may either 
sell a portfolio security and make delivery of the foreign currency, or it may retain the security and terminate its contractual obligation 
to deliver the foreign currency by purchasing an “offsetting” contract with the same currency trader, obligating it to purchase, on the 
same maturity date, the same amount of the foreign currency. A Fund may realize a gain or loss from currency transactions.  

With respect to any such forward foreign currency contract, it will not generally be possible to match precisely the amount covered 
by that contract and the value of the securities involved due to changes in the values of such securities resulting from market 
movements between the date the forward contract is entered into and the date it matures. A Fund will also incur costs in connection 
with forward foreign currency contracts and conversions of foreign currencies into U.S. dollars.  The projection of currency market 
movements is extremely difficult, and the successful execution of a hedging strategy is highly uncertain.  

When entering into a contract for the purchase or sale of a security in a foreign currency, a Fund may enter into a forward foreign 
currency contract for the amount of the purchase or sale price to protect against variations, between the date the security is 
purchased or sold and the date on which payment is made or received, in the value of the foreign currency relative to the U.S. dollar 
or other foreign currency.  

Also, when a Fund’s portfolio manager anticipates that a particular foreign currency may decline substantially relative to the U.S. 
dollar or other leading currencies, in order to reduce risk, a Fund may enter into a forward contract to sell, for a fixed amount, the 
amount of foreign currency approximating the value of its securities denominated in such foreign currency. its obligations under 
forward foreign currency contracts are covered.  
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Since consideration of the prospect for currency parities will be incorporated into a sub-advisor’s long-term investment decisions, 
each Fund will not routinely enter into foreign currency hedging transactions with respect to security transactions; however, the sub-
advisors believe that it is important to have the flexibility to enter into foreign currency hedging transactions when they determine 
that the transactions would be in a Fund’s best interest.  

In addition, a Fund may engage in cross-hedging.  Cross-hedging involves the use of forward contracts to shift currency exposure 
from one non-U.S. dollar currency to another non-U.S. dollar currency. Also, with regard to a Fund’s use of cross-hedges, there can 
be no assurance that historical correlations between the movements of certain foreign currencies relative to the U.S. dollar will 
continue. Thus, at any time poor correlation may exist between movements in the exchange rates of the foreign currencies 
underlying a Fund’s cross-hedges and the movements in the exchange rates of the foreign currencies in which the Fund’s assets 
that are the subject of such cross-hedges are denominated.  

Futures Contracts and Options on Futures Contracts  

Futures contracts provide for the future sale by one party and purchase by another party of a specified amount of a specific security 
at a specified future time and at a specified price. An option on a futures contract gives the purchaser the right, in exchange for a 
premium, to assume a position in a futures contract at a specified exercise price during the term of the option. A Fund may use 
futures contracts and related options for bona fide hedging purposes, to offset changes in the value of securities held or expected to 
be acquired or be disposed of, to minimize fluctuations in foreign currencies, or to gain exposure to a particular market or 
instrument. A Fund will minimize the risk that it will be unable to close out a futures contract by only entering into futures contracts 
which are traded on national futures exchanges.  In addition, a Fund will only sell covered futures contracts and options on futures 
contracts.  

Stock and bond index futures are futures contracts for various stock and bond indices that are traded on registered securities 
exchanges.  Stock and bond index futures contracts obligate the seller to deliver (and the purchaser to take) an amount of cash 
equal to a specific dollar amount times the difference between the value of a specific stock or bond index at the close of the last 
trading day of the contract and the price at which the agreement is made.  

Stock and bond index futures contracts are bilateral agreements pursuant to which two parties agree to take or make delivery of an 
amount of cash equal to a specified dollar amount times the difference between the stock or bond index value at the close of trading 
of the contract and the price at which the futures contract is originally struck.  No physical  delivery of the stocks or bonds comprising 
the index is made; generally contracts are closed out prior to the expiration date of the contracts.  

No price is paid upon entering into futures contracts. Instead, a Fund would be required to deposit an amount of cash or U.S. 
Treasury securities known as “initial margin.” Subsequent payments, called “variation margin,” to and from the broker, would be 
made on a daily basis as the value of the futures position varies (a process known as “marking to market”). The margin is in the 
nature of a performance bond or good-faith deposit on a futures contract.  

There are risks associated with these activities, including the following: (1) the success of a hedging strategy may depend on an 
ability to predict movements in the prices of individual securities, fluctuations in markets and movements in interest rates; (2) there 
may be an imperfect or no correlation between the changes in market value of the securities held by a Fund and the prices of futures 
and options on futures; (3) there may not be a liquid secondary market for a futures contract or option; (4) trading restrictions or 
limitations may be imposed by an exchange; and (5) government regulations may restrict trading in futures contracts and futures 
options.  

A Fund may buy and sell futures contracts and related options to manage its exposure to changing interest rates and securities 
prices.  Some strategies reduce a Fund’s exposure to price fluctuations, while others tend to increase its market exposure.  Futures 
and options on futures can be volatile instruments and involve certain risks that could negatively impact a Fund’s return.  In order to 
avoid leveraging and related risks, when a Fund purchases futures contracts, it will collateralize its position by depositing an amount 
of cash or liquid securities, equal to the market value of the futures positions held, less margin deposits, in a segregated account 
with its custodian, otherwise earmark assets as cover or otherwise “cover” its position in a manner consistent with the 1940 Act or 
the rules and SEC interpretations thereunder.  Collateral equal to the current market value of the futures position will be marked to 
market on a daily basis.  See “Derivatives” above.  

Options 
 
A put option gives the purchaser of the option the right to sell, and the writer of the option the obligation to buy, the underlying 
security at any time during the option period. A call option gives the purchaser of the option the right to buy, and the writer of the 
option the obligation to sell, the underlying security at any time during the option period.  The initial purchase (sale) of an option 
contract is an “opening transaction.” In order to close out an option position, a Fund may enter into a “closing transaction,” which is 
simply the sale (purchase) of an option contract on the same security with the same exercise price and expiration date as the option 
contract originally opened.  If a Fund is unable to effect a closing purchase transaction with respect to an option it has written, it will 
not be able to sell the underlying security until the option expires or the Fund delivers the security upon exercise.  
 
A Fund will pay a premium when purchasing put and call options.  A Fund may purchase call and put options on any securities in 
which it may invest.  If price movements in the underlying securities are such that exercise of the options would not be profitable for 
a Fund, loss of the premium paid may be offset by an increase in the value of the Fund’s securities or by a decrease in the cost of 
acquisition of securities by the Fund.  
 
A Fund would normally purchase a call option in anticipation of an increase in the market value of such securities.  A Fund would 
normally purchase put options in anticipation of a decline in the market value of securities in its portfolio (“protective puts”) or 
securities of the type in which it is permitted to invest.  The purchase of a put option would entitle the Fund, in exchange for the 
premium paid, to sell a security, which may or may not be held in the Fund’s portfolio, at a specified price during the option period.  
The purchase of protective puts is designed merely to offset or hedge against a decline in the market value of the Fund’s portfolio 
securities.  Put options also may be purchased by a Fund for the purpose of affirmatively benefiting from a decline in the price of 
securities which the Fund does not own.  The Fund would ordinarily recognize a gain if the value of the securities decreased below 
the exercise price sufficiently to cover the premium and would recognize a loss if the value of the securities remained at or above 
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the exercise price.  Gains and losses on the purchase of protective put options would tend to be offset by countervailing changes in 
the value of underlying portfolio securities.  
 
Each Fund may write (sell) covered call and put options (“covered options”).  A Fund may write (sell), to a limited extent, only 
covered options in an attempt to increase income.  However, a Fund may forego the benefits of appreciation on securities sold or 
may pay more than the market price on securities acquired pursuant to call and put options written by the Fund.  A Fund may write 
(sell) covered call options as a means of increasing the yield on its portfolio and as a means of providing limited protection against 
decreases in its market value.  
 
When a Fund writes a covered call option, it gives the purchaser of the option the right to buy the underlying security at the price 
specified in the option (the “exercise price”) by exercising the option at any time during the option period.  If the option expires 
unexercised, the Fund will realize income in an amount equal to the premium received for writing the option. If the option is 
exercised, a decision over which the Fund has no control, the Fund must sell the underlying security to the option holder at the 
exercise price.  By writing a covered call option, the Fund foregoes, in exchange for the premium less the commission (“net 
premium”), the opportunity to profit during the option period from an increase in the market value of the underlying security above 
the exercise price.  
 
When a Fund writes a covered put option, it gives the purchaser of the option the right to sell the underlying security to the Fund at 
the specified exercise price at any time during the option period.  If the option expires unexercised, the Fund will realize income in 
the amount of the premium received for writing the option.  If the put option is exercised, a decision over which the Fund has no 
control, the Fund must purchase the underlying security from the option holder at the exercise price.  By writing a covered put 
option, the Fund, in exchange for the net premium received, accepts the risk of a decline in the market value of the underlying 
security below the exercise price.  
  
The hours of trading for options on securities may not conform to the hours during which the underlying securities are traded.  To the 
extent that the option markets close before the markets for the underlying securities, significant price and rate movements can take 
place in the underlying securities markets that cannot be reflected in the option markets.  It is impossible to predict the volume of 
trading that may exist in such options, and there can be no assurance that viable exchange markets will develop or continue.  
 
A Fund may purchase and write options on an exchange or over-the-counter.  Over-the-counter options (“OTC options”) differ from 
exchange-traded options in several respects.  They are transacted directly with dealers and not with a clearing corporation, and 
therefore entail the risk of non-performance by the dealer.  OTC options are available for a greater variety of securities and for a 
wider range of expiration dates and exercise prices than are available for exchange-traded options.  Because OTC options are not 
traded on an exchange, pricing is done normally by reference to information from a market maker.  It is the position of the SEC that 
OTC options are generally illiquid.  
 
A Fund’s activities in options may also be restricted by the requirements of the IRC, for qualification as a regulated investment 
company.  
 
Options on Stocks  
 
A Fund may write or purchase options on stocks. A call option gives the purchaser of the option the right to buy, and obligates the 
writer to sell, the underlying stock at the exercise price at any time during the option period.  Similarly, a put option gives the 
purchaser of the option the right to sell, and obligates the writer to buy the underlying stock at the exercise price at any time during 
the option period.  
 
A covered call option with respect to which a Fund owns the underlying stock sold by the Fund exposes the Fund during the term of 
the option to possible loss of opportunity to realize appreciation in the market price of the underlying stock or to possible continued 
holding of a stock which might otherwise have been sold to protect against depreciation in the market price of the stock.  A covered 
put option sold by a Fund exposes the Fund during the term of the option to a decline in price of the underlying stock. 
 
To close out a position when writing covered options, a Fund may make a “closing purchase transaction” which involves purchasing 
an option on the same stock with the same exercise price and expiration date as the option which it has previously written on the 
stock.  The Fund will realize a profit or loss for a closing purchase transaction if the amount paid to purchase an option is less or 
more, as the case may be, than the amount received from the sale thereof.  To close out a position as a purchaser of an option, the 
Fund may make a “closing sale transaction” which involves liquidating the Fund’s position by selling the option previously 
purchased.  
 
Options on Foreign Currencies  
 
Options on foreign currencies are used for hedging purposes in a manner similar to that in which futures contracts on foreign 
currencies, or forward contracts, are utilized. For example, a decline in the dollar value of a foreign currency in which portfolio 
securities are denominated will reduce the dollar value of such securities, even if their value in the foreign currency remains 
constant. In order to protect against such diminutions in the value of portfolio securities, a Fund may purchase put options on the 
foreign currency. If the value of the currency does decline, a Fund will have the right to sell such currency for a fixed amount in 
dollars and will thereby offset, in whole or in part, the adverse effect on its portfolio which otherwise would have resulted.  
 
Conversely, where a rise in the dollar value of a currency in which securities to be acquired are denominated is projected, thereby 
increasing the cost of such securities, a Fund may purchase call options thereon.  The purchase of such options could offset, at 
least partially, the effects of the adverse movements in exchange rates.  As in the case of other types of options, however, the 
benefit to the Fund derived from purchases of foreign currency options will be reduced by the amount of the premium and related 
transaction costs.  In addition, where currency exchange rates do not move in the direction or to the extent anticipated, the Fund 
could sustain losses on transactions in foreign currency options that would require it to forego a portion or all of the benefits of 
advantageous changes in such rates.  
 
Options on foreign currencies may be written for the same types of hedging purposes.  For example, if a Fund anticipates a decline 
in the dollar value of foreign currency denominated securities due to adverse fluctuations in exchange rates, it could, instead of 
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purchasing a put option, write a call option on the relevant currency.  If the expected decline occurs, the options will most likely not 
be exercised, and the diminution in value of portfolio securities will be offset by the amount of the premium received.  
 
Similarly, instead of purchasing a call option to hedge against an anticipated increase in the dollar cost of securities to be acquired, 
a Fund could write a put option on the relevant currency, which, if rates move in the manner projected, will expire unexercised and 
allow the Fund to hedge such increased cost up to the amount of the premium.  As in the case of other types of options, however, 
the writing of a foreign currency option will constitute only a partial hedge up to the amount of the premium, and only if rates move in 
the expected direction.  If this does not occur, the option may be exercised and the Fund would be required to purchase or sell the 
underlying currency at a loss that may not be offset by the amount of the premium. Through the writing of options on foreign 
currencies, the Fund also may be required to forego all or a portion of the benefits that might otherwise have been obtained from 
favorable movements in exchange rates.  
 
The Funds may write covered call options on foreign currencies.  A call option written on a foreign currency by a Fund is “covered” if 
the Fund owns the underlying foreign currency covered by the call or has an absolute and immediate right to acquire that foreign 
currency without additional cash consideration (or, if additional cash consideration is required, the Fund will segregate or otherwise 
earmark cash or other liquid securities) upon conversion or exchange of other foreign currency held in its portfolio. A call option is 
also covered if the Fund has a call on the same foreign currency and in the same principal amount as the call written where the 
exercise price of the call held (a) is equal to or less than the exercise price of the call written, or (b) is greater than the exercise price 
of the call written, provided the difference is maintained by the Fund in a segregated account in cash and liquid securities or the 
Fund otherwise earmarks cash and other liquid securities.  A call option is also covered if a Fund “covers” its position in a manner 
consistent with the 1940 Act or the rules and SEC interpretations thereunder. 
 
A Fund may also write call options on foreign currencies that are not covered for cross-hedging purposes.  A call option on a foreign 
currency is for cross-hedging purposes if it is not covered, but is designed to provide a hedge against a decline in the U.S. dollar 
value of a security which the Fund owns or has the right to acquire and which is denominated in the currency underlying the option 
due to an adverse change in the exchange rate.  In such circumstances, the Fund collateralizes the option by maintaining in a 
segregated account with its custodian, cash or liquid securities in an amount not less than the value of the underlying foreign 
currency in U.S. dollars marked to market daily, the Fund otherwise earmarks assets as cover or otherwise “cover” its position in a 
manner consistent with the 1940 Act or the rules and SEC interpretations thereunder.  
 
A Fund may purchase and write put and call options on foreign currencies (traded on U.S. and foreign exchanges or over-the-
counter markets) to manage its exposure to exchange rates.  Call options on foreign currencies written by a Fund will be “covered,” 
which means that the Fund will own an equal amount of the underlying foreign currency.  With respect to put options on foreign 
currency written by a Fund will establish a segregated account with its custodian consisting of cash or liquid, high grade debt 
securities in an amount equal to the amount the Fund would be required to pay upon exercise of the put, otherwise earmark assets 
as cover or otherwise “cover” its position in a manner consistent with the 1940 Act or the rules and SEC interpretations thereunder.  
 
A Fund may write covered put and call options and purchase put and call options on foreign currencies for the purpose of protecting 
against declines in the dollar value of portfolio securities and against increases in the dollar cost of securities to be acquired. A Fund 
may use options on currency to cross-hedge, which involves writing or purchasing options on one currency to hedge against 
changes in exchange rates for a different, but related currency.  
 
As with other types of options, however, the writing of an option on foreign currency will constitute only a partial hedge up to the 
amount of the premium received, and a Fund could be required to purchase or sell foreign currencies at disadvantageous exchange 
rates, thereby incurring losses.  The purchase of an option on foreign currency may be used to hedge against fluctuations in 
exchange rates although, in the event of exchange rate movements adverse to a Fund’s position, it may not forfeit the entire amount 
of the premium plus related transaction costs. In addition, a Fund may purchase call options on currency when the sub-advisor 
anticipates that the currency will appreciate in value. There is no assurance that a liquid secondary market on an options exchange 
will exist for any particular option, or at any particular time. If a Fund is unable to effect a closing purchase transaction with respect 
to covered options it has written, the Fund will not be able to sell the underlying currency or dispose of assets held in a segregated 
account until the options expire. Similarly, if a Fund is unable to effect a closing sale transaction with respect to options it has 
purchased, it would have to exercise the options in order to realize any profit and will incur transaction costs upon the purchase or 
sale of underlying currency. Each Fund pays brokerage commissions or spreads in connection with its options transactions.  
 
As in the case of forward contracts, certain options on foreign currencies are traded over-the-counter and involve liquidity and credit 
risks that may not be present in the case of exchange-traded currency options.  A Fund’s ability to terminate OTC Options will be 
more limited than the exchange-traded options. It is also possible that broker-dealers participating in OTC Options transactions will 
not fulfill their obligations. Until such time as the staff of the SEC changes its position, the Fund will treat purchased OTC Options 
and assets used to cover written OTC Options as illiquid securities. With respect to options written with primary dealers in U.S. 
Government securities pursuant to an agreement requiring a closing purchase transaction at a formula price, the amount of illiquid 
securities may be calculated with reference to the repurchase formula.  
 
Options on Securities Indices  
 
A Fund may purchase and write put and call options on indices and enter into related closing transactions.  A Fund may purchase 
and write put and call options on securities indices listed on domestic and, in the case of those Funds which may invest in foreign 
securities, on foreign exchanges. A securities index fluctuates with changes in the market values of the securities included in the 
index.  
 
Put and call options on indices are similar to options on securities except that options on an index give the holder the right to 
receive, upon exercise of the option, an amount of cash if the closing level of the underlying index is greater than (or less than, in the 
case of puts) the exercise price of the option.  This amount of cash is equal to the difference between the closing price of the index 
and the exercise price of the option, expressed in dollars multiplied by a specified number.  Thus, unlike options on individual 
securities, all settlements are in cash, and gain or loss depends on price movements in the particular market represented by the 
index generally, rather than the price movements in individual securities.  A Fund may choose to terminate an option position by 
entering into a closing transaction.  Options on securities indices entail risks in addition to the risks of options on securities.  The 
absence of a liquid secondary market to close out options positions on securities indices is more likely to occur, although a Fund 
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generally will only purchase or write such an option if the sub-advisor believes the option can be closed out.  Use of options on 
securities indices also entails the risk that trading in such options may be interrupted if trading in certain securities included in the 
index is interrupted.  The Funds will not purchase such options unless the respective sub-advisor believes the market is sufficiently 
developed such that the risk of trading in such options is no greater than the risk of trading in options on securities. Such options will 
be used for the purposes described above under “Options” or, to the extent allowed by law, as a substitute for investment in 
individual securities.  
 
Price movements in a Fund’s portfolio may not correlate precisely with movements in the level of an index and, therefore, the use of 
options on indices cannot serve as a complete hedge.  Because options on securities indices require settlement in cash, the sub-
advisor may be forced to liquidate portfolio securities to meet settlement obligations.  Successful use by a Fund of options on 
security indices will be subject to the sub-advisor’s ability to predict correctly movement in the direction of that securities market 
generally or of a particular industry.  This requires different skills and techniques than predicting changes in the price of individual 
securities.  
 
All options written on indices must be covered.  When a Fund writes an option on an index, it will establish a segregated account 
containing cash or liquid securities with its custodian in an amount at least equal to the market value of the option and will maintain 
the account while the option is open or will otherwise “cover” its position in a manner consistent with the 1940 Act or the rules and 
SEC interpretations thereunder.  
 
Interest Rate Futures  
 
A Fund will not engage in transactions involving interest rate futures contracts for speculation but only as a hedge against changes 
in the market values of debt securities held or intended to be purchased by the Fund and where the transactions are appropriate to 
reduce the Fund’s interest rate risks.  There can be no assurance that hedging transactions will be successful.  A Fund also could 
be exposed to risks if it cannot close out its futures or options positions because of any illiquid secondary market.  
 
Futures and options have effective durations that, in general, are closely related to the effective duration of the securities that 
underlie them.  Holding purchased futures or call option positions (backed by segregated cash or other liquid securities) will lengthen 
the duration of a Fund’s portfolio.  
 
Additional Information Regarding Investments in Options and Futures  
 
A Fund may purchase and write options in combination with each other, or in combination with futures or forward contracts, to adjust 
the risk and return characteristics of the overall position.  For example, a Fund could construct a combined position whose risk and 
return characteristics are similar to selling a futures contract by purchasing a put option and writing a call option on the same 
underlying instrument.  Alternatively, a Fund could write a call option at one strike price and buy a call option at a lower price to 
reduce the risk of the written call option in the event of a substantial price increase.  Because combined options positions involve 
multiple trades, they result in higher transaction costs and may be more difficult to open and close out.  
 
Risks associated with options transactions include: (1) the success of a hedging strategy may depend on an ability to predict 
movements in the prices of individual securities, fluctuations in markets and movements in interest rates; (2) there may be an 
imperfect correlation between the movement in prices of options and the securities underlying them; (3) there may not be a liquid 
secondary market for options; and (4) while a Fund will receive a premium when it writes covered call options, it may not participate 
fully in a rise in the market value of the underlying security.  
 
Caps, Collars and Floors.  Caps and floors have an effect similar to buying or writing options.  In a typical cap or floor agreement, 
one party agrees to make payments only under specified circumstances, usually in return for payment of a fee by the other 
party.  For example, the buyer of an interest rate cap obtains the right to receive payments to the extent that a specified interest rate 
exceeds an agreed-upon level.  The seller of an interest rate floor is obligated to make payments to the extent that a specified 
interest rate falls below an agreed-upon level.  An interest rate collar combines elements of buying a cap and selling a floor.  
 
Inverse Floaters.   Inverse floaters are derivative securities whose interest rates vary inversely to changes in short-term interest 
rates and whose values fluctuate inversely to changes in long-term interest rates.  The value of certain inverse floaters will fluctuate 
substantially more in response to a given change in long-term rates than would a traditional debt security.  These securities have 
investment characteristics similar to leverage, in that interest rate changes have a magnified effect on the value of inverse floaters.  
 
Warrants.  A Fund may invest in warrants, which are options to purchase a specified security, usually an equity security such as 
common stock, at a specified price (usually representing a premium over the applicable market value of the underlying equity 
security at the time of the warrant’s issuance) and usually during a specified period of time. Moreover, they are usually issued by the 
issuer of the security to which they relate. While warrants may be traded, there is often no secondary market for them. The prices of 
the warrants do not necessarily move parallel to the prices of the underlying securities. Holders of warrants have no voting rights, 
receive no dividends and have no rights with respect to the assets of the issuer. To the extent that the market value of the security 
that may be purchased upon exercise of the warrant rises above the exercise price, the value of the warrant will tend to rise. To the 
extent that the exercise price equals or exceeds the market value of such security, the warrant is not exercised within the specified 
time period, it will become worthless and the fund will lose the purchase price paid for the warrant and the right to purchase the 
underlying security. 
 
Closed-End Funds.  A Fund may invest in closed-end investment companies (also known as “closed-end funds”). Typically, the 
common shares of closed-end funds are offered to the public in a one-time initial public offering by a group of underwriters who 
retain a spread or underwriting commission. Such securities are then listed for trading on a national securities exchange or in the 
over-the-counter markets. Because the common shares of closed-end funds cannot be redeemed upon demand to the issuer like 
the shares of open-end investment companies (such as the Funds), investors seek to buy and sell common shares of closed-end 
funds in the secondary market. The common shares of many closed-end funds, after their initial public offering, frequently trade at a 
price per share which is less than the net asset value per share, the difference representing the “market discount” of such common 
shares. The Funds purchase common shares of closed-end funds which trade at a market discount and which the Advisor believes 
presents the opportunity for capital appreciation or increased income due in part to such market discount. 
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However, there can be no assurance that the market discount on common shares of any closed-end fund will ever decrease. In fact, 
it is possible that this market discount may increase and the Funds holding such shares may suffer realized or unrealized capital 
losses due to further decline in the market price of the securities of such closed-end funds, thereby adversely affecting the net asset 
value of the Funds’ shares. Similarly, there can be no assurance that the common shares of closed-end funds which trade at a 
premium will continue to trade at a premium or that the premium will not decrease subsequent to a purchase of such shares by the 
Funds. The Funds may also invest in preferred shares of closed-end funds. 
 
A Fund will structure its investments in the securities of closed-end funds to comply with applicable provisions of the 1940 Act. The 
presently applicable provisions require that (i) a Fund and affiliated person of such Fund not own together more than 3% of the total 
outstanding stock of any one investment company, (ii) such Fund not offer its shares at a public offering price that includes a sales 
load of more than 1 ½%, and (iii) such Fund either seek instructions from its shareholders with regard to the voting of all proxies with 
respect to its investment in the securities of closed-end funds and vote such instructions, or vote the shares held by it in the same 
proportion as the vote of all other holders of such securities.  
 
A Fund will not invest directly in the securities of open-end investment companies, other than exchange traded funds.  However, a 
Fund may retain the securities of a closed-end investment company that has converted to an open-end fund status subsequent to 
the Fund’s investment in the securities of such closed-end fund. Generally, shares of an open-end investment company can be 
redeemed, at their net asset value, upon demand to the issuer. However, pursuant to applicable provisions of the 1940 Act, a Fund 
holding securities of an open-end investment company may not obligate such investment company to redeem more than 1% of the 
investment company’s outstanding redeemable securities during any period of less than 30 days. Consequently, if a Fund should 
own more than 1% of the outstanding redeemable securities of an open-end investment company after such fund’s conversion from 
closed-end fund status, the amount in excess of 1% may be treated as an investment in illiquid securities. Because a Fund may not 
hold at any time more than 10% of the value of its net assets in illiquid securities (e.g. securities that are not readily marketable 
within seven days), such Fund may seek to divest itself, prior to any such conversion, of securities in excess of 1% of the 
outstanding redeemable securities of a converting fund. A Fund may, however, retain such securities and any amount in excess of 
1% of the open-end fund and thereby subject to the limits on redemption would be treated as an investment in illiquid securities 
subject to the aggregate limit of 10% of such Fund’s total assets. 
 
A Fund may invest in the securities of closed-end funds which (i) concentrate their portfolios in issuers in specific industries or in 
specific geographic areas and (ii) are non-diversified for purposes of the 1940 Act. However, because none of the Funds intends to 
concentrate its investments in any single industry and because the closed-end funds in which the Funds invest generally satisfy the 
diversification requirements applicable to a regulated investment company under the Internal Revenue Code, none of the Funds 
believes that its investments in closed-end funds which concentrate in specific industries or geographic areas or which are non-
diversified for purposes of the 1940 Act will represent special risks to the shareholders of such Fund. Each of the Funds will treat its 
entire investment in the securities of a closed-end fund that concentrates in a specific industry as an investment in securities of an 
issuer in such industry. 
 
Some of the closed-end funds in which the Funds invest may incur more risks than others. For example, some of these closed-end 
funds may have policies that permit them to invest up to 100% of their assets in securities of foreign issuers and to engage in foreign 
currency transactions with respect to their investments; invest up to 100% of their assets in corporate bonds which are not 
considered investment grade bonds by Standard & Poor’s Corporation or Moody’s Investor Services, Inc., or which are unrated; 
invest some portion of their net assets in illiquid securities; invest some portion of their net assets in warrants; lend their portfolio 
securities; sell securities short; borrow money in amounts up to some designated percentage of their assets for investment 
purposes; write (sell) or purchase call or put options on securities or on stock indexes; concentrate 25% or more of their total assets 
in one industry; enter into future contracts; and write (sell) or purchase options on futures contracts. 
 
Like the Funds, closed-end funds frequently pay an advisory fee for the management of their portfolios, as well as other expenses. 
Therefore, investment by the Funds in such funds often results in a “duplication” of advisory fees and other expenses, thereby 
increasing the overall charge to the net asset value of each of the Funds’ shares. 
 

Exchange Traded Funds.  A Fund may invest in exchange traded funds (also known as “ETFs”) and leveraged exchanged traded 
funds (also known as “leveraged ETFs”).  ETFs are registered investment companies whose shares represent an interest in a 
portfolio of securities that typically track an underlying benchmark or index.  Leveraged ETFs seek to deliver multiples of the 
performance of the index or benchmark that they track.  To accomplish their objective, leveraged ETFs pursue a range of 
investment strategies through the use of swaps, futures contracts, and other derivative instruments.  Particularly when used to 
create leverage, the use of derivatives may expose leveraged ETFs to potentially dramatic losses or gains.  Unlike traditional mutual 
funds, shares of ETFs typically trade throughout the day on a securities exchange, such as the American Stock Exchange or New 
York Stock Exchange, at prices established by the market. 

Investing in ETF’s may involve the duplication of advisory fees and certain other expenses.  Fund shareholders indirectly bear the 
Fund’s proportionate share of the fees and expenses paid by the shareholders of the ETF, in addition to the fees and expenses the 
Fund Shareholders directly bear in connection with the Fund’s own operations.  If an ETF (or leveraged ETF) fails to achieve its 
investment objective, the value of the Fund’s investment will decline, adversely affecting the Fund’s performance.  Because the 
value of ETF shares depends on the demand in the market, the Advisor may not be able to liquidate a Fund’s holdings in an ETF at 
the most optimal time. 

A Fund will structure its investments in the securities of ETFs to comply with applicable provisions of the 1940 Act. The presently 
applicable provisions require that (i) a Fund and affiliated person of such Fund not own together more than 3% of the total 
outstanding stock of any one investment company, (ii) such Fund not offer its shares at a public offering price that includes a sales 
load of more than 1 ½%, and (iii) such Fund either seek instructions from its shareholders with regard to the voting of all proxies with 
respect to its investment in the securities of closed-end funds and vote such instructions, or vote the shares held by it in the same 
proportion as the vote of all other holders of such securities.  

Real Estate Investment Trusts. Equity real estate investment trusts own real estate properties, while mortgage real estate 
investment trusts make construction, development, and long-term mortgage loans. Their value may be affected by changes in the 
value of the underlying property of the trusts, the creditworthiness of the issuer, property taxes, interest rates, and tax and regulatory 
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requirements, such as those relating to the environment. Both types of trusts are dependent upon management skill, are not 
diversified, and are subject to heavy cash flow dependency, defaults by borrowers, self-liquidation, and the possibility of failing to 
qualify for tax-free status of income under the Internal Revenue Code and failing to maintain exemption from the 1940 Act.  

Foreign Securities. The Funds may invest their assets in securities of foreign issuers directly or through American Depository 
Receipts (“ADRs”). Foreign investments may be affected favorably or unfavorably by changes in currency rates and exchange 
control regulations. There may be less information available about a foreign company than about a U.S. company and foreign 
companies may not be subject to reporting standards and requirements comparable to those applicable to U.S. companies. Foreign 
securities may not be as liquid as U.S. securities. Securities of foreign companies may involve greater market risk than securities of 
U.S. companies, and foreign brokerage commissions and custody fees are generally higher than in the United States. Investments 
in foreign securities may also be subject to local economic or political risks, political instability and possible nationalization of 
issuers. 

The risks of foreign investing may be magnified for investments in emerging markets.  Security prices in emerging markets can be 
significantly more volatile than those in more developed markets, reflecting the greater uncertainties of investing in less established 
markets and economies.  In particular, countries with emerging markets may have relatively unstable governments, may present the 
risks of nationalization of businesses, restrictions on foreign ownership and prohibitions on the repatriation of assets, and may have 
less protection of property rights than more developed countries.  The economies of countries with emerging markets may be based 
on only a few industries, may be highly vulnerable to change in local or global trade conditions, and may suffer from extreme and 
volatile debt burdens or inflation rates.  Local securities markets may trade a small number of securities and may be unable to 
respond effectively to increases in trading volume, potentially making prompt liquidation of holdings difficult or impossible at times. 

Lending of Portfolio Securities. Consistent with applicable regulatory requirements, a Fund may lend its respective portfolio 
securities (principally to broker-dealers) in amounts up to one-third of the Fund’s total asset value where such loans are callable at 
any time and are continuously secured by collateral (cash or government securities) equal to no less than the market value, 
determined daily, of the securities loaned. As an operating policy which may be changed without shareholders vote, the Advisor will 
limit such lending to not more than one-third of the value of a Fund’s total assets. The Fund will receive amounts equal to dividends 
or interest on the securities loaned. It will also earn income for having made the loan. Any cash collateral pursuant to these loans will 
be invested in money market instruments. Where voting or consent right with respect to loaned securities pass to the borrower, 
management will follow the policy of calling the loan, in whole or in part as may be appropriate, to permit the exercise of such voting 
or consent rights if the issues involved have a material effect on the Fund’s investment in the securities loaned. 

As with any extensions of credit, there are risks of delay in recovery and in some cases even loss of rights in the collateral should 
the borrower of the securities fail financially. Also, any securities purchased with cash collateral are subject to market fluctuations 
while the loan is outstanding.  Cash collateral received from loaning portfolio securities creates the effect of leverage which 
magnifies the potential for gain or loss on monies invested and, therefore, results in an increase in the speculative nature of a 
Fund’s outstanding securities and an increase in the volatility of the Fund’s net asset value. 

Repurchase Agreements. None of the Funds will invest more than 5% of its assets in repurchase agreements. A repurchase 
agreement is an instrument under which a Fund acquires ownership of an obligation but the seller agrees, at the time of sale, to 
repurchase the obligation at a mutually agreed-upon time and price. The resale price is in excess of the purchase price and reflects 
an agreed-upon market rate unrelated to the interest rate on the purchased security. The Fund will make payments for repurchase 
agreements only upon physical delivery or evidence of book entry transfer to the account of the custodian or bank acting as agent. 
In the event of bankruptcy or other default of a seller of a repurchase agreement, a Fund holding such repurchase agreement could 
experience both delays in liquidating the underlying securities and losses including: (a) possible decline in the value of the 
underlying securities during the period while the Fund seeks to enforce its rights thereto; (b) possible subnormal levels of income 
and lack of access to income during this period; and (c) expenses of enforcing its rights. 

 
Policies of the Funds 
 
Each of the Funds has adopted fundamental investment policies and restrictions. These policies cannot be changed without 
approval by the holders of a majority of the outstanding voting securities of such Fund. As defined in the 1940 Act, the “vote of a 
majority of the outstanding voting securities” of a Fund means the lesser of the vote of (a) 67% of the shares of the Fund at a 
meeting where more than 50% of the outstanding shares are present in person or by proxy or (b) more than 50% of the outstanding 
shares of the Fund.  
 
The following are each Fund’s fundamental investment policies set forth in their entirety.  A Fund may not: 
 
1. purchase the securities of any issuer (other than securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. government or any of its 

agencies or instrumentalities) if, as a result, more than 25% of the Fund’s total assets would be invested in the securities 
of companies whose principal business activities are in the same industry; 

 
2. purchase the securities of any issuer if such purchase, at the time thereof, would cause the Fund to fail to satisfy the 

requirements of the Internal Revenue Code Section 851(b)(3) (or any successor provision), as amended; 
 
3. issue senior securities, except as permitted under the 1940 Act, the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder or 

interpretations of the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff; 
 
4. borrow money, except that the Fund may borrow money for temporary or emergency purposes (not for leveraging or 

investment) provided that immediately after such borrowing, the Fund has asset coverage (as defined in the 1940 Act) of 
at least 300%; 

 
5. act as an underwriter or securities issued by others, except to the extent the Fund may be deemed to be an underwriter in 

connection with the disposition of portfolio securities; 
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6. invest in securities or other assets that the Board of Trustees determines to be illiquid if more than 15% of the Fund’s net 
assets would be invested in such securities; 

 
7. (a) purchase or sell physical commodities unless acquired as a result of ownership of securities or other instruments, (b) 

invest in oil, gas, or mineral exploration or development programs or leases, or (c) purchase securities on margin; 
 
8. purchase or sell real estate or make real estate mortgage loans or invest in real estate limited partnerships, except that 

the Fund may purchase and sell securities issued by entities engaged in the real estate industry or instruments backed by 
real estate; or 

 
9. make loans, except as described above in “Investment Strategies, Risks – Lending of Portfolio Securities.”  
 
In addition, it is a fundamental investment policy of each of the Funds to satisfy the requirements for classification of the Funds as 
“diversified” management companies within the meaning of the 1940 Act.   
 
In addition, it is a fundamental policy of Ancora Income Fund to invest, under normal circumstances, at least 80% of the assets of 
the Fund in income-producing securities.  It is a fundamental policy of Ancora Equity Fund to invest, under normal circumstances, at 
least 80% of the assets of the Fund in equity securities.  It is a fundamental policy of Ancora MicroCap Fund to invest, under normal 
circumstances, at least 80% of its assets in equity securities of companies whose equity securities have a total market value under 
$500,000,000. It is a fundamental policy of Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund to invest at least 80% of its assets in equity 
securities of companies whose market capitalization is either within the capitalization range of the Russell 2500 Index or is $10 
billion or less at the time of investment.  For purposes of these tests, the term “assets” means net assets plus any borrowings for 
investment purposes. 
 
If a percentage restriction is adhered to at the time of investment, a later increase or decrease in percentage beyond the specified 
limit resulting from a change in values or net assets will not be considered a violation; provided, that a change in value that causes a 
Fund to exceed its 300% asset coverage requirements for borrowing will require a Fund to increase its asset coverage to 300% 
within three days (excluding Sundays and holidays). 
 
Defensive Investments 
 
In attempting to respond to adverse market, economic, political or other conditions, each of the Funds may take temporary defensive 
positions that are inconsistent with such Fund’s principal investment strategies, such as investing in cash or cash equivalents, high-
quality short-term debt securities, money market instruments and money market mutual funds.  The taking of such a defensive 
position may adversely impact the ability of such Fund to achieve its investment objective. 
 
Portfolio Turnover 
 
The Funds are not restricted with regard to portfolio turnover and each Fund will make changes in its investment portfolios from time 
to time as business and economic conditions and market prices may dictate and its investment policies may require. A high rate of 
portfolio turnover in any year will increase transaction charges and could result in high amounts of realized investment gain subject 
to the payment of taxes by shareholders. 
 

MANAGEMENT OF THE FUNDS 
 
Management Information 
 
The Board of Trustees is responsible for managing the Funds’ business affairs and for exercising each Fund’s powers except those 
reserved for the shareholders. The day-to-day operations of the Funds are conducted by its officers. The following table provides 
biographical information with respect to each Trustee and officer of the Fund. 
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(1) Richard A. Barone is considered an “interested person” as defined in Section 2(a)(19) of the 1940 Act by virtue of his affiliation 

with the Advisor. 
(2) Each trustee holds office for an indefinite term until the earlier of (i) the election of his or her successor of (ii) the date the trustee 

dies, resigns or is removed. 
(3) Table specifies current directorships.  No other directorships have been held in the past five years. 

 

Name, Address 
and Age 

Position(s) 
Held with 
the Fund 

Term of 
Office (2) and 

Length of 
Time Served Principal Occupation(s) During the Past 5 Years 

Number of 
Portfolios 
in Fund 

Complex 
Overseen 
by Trustee 

Other 
Directorships(3) 

Independent Directors:         
Raj Aggarwal                             

College of Business 
Administration 

Trustee Since                
November 
15, 2003 

Frank C. Sullivan Professor of International Business and 
Finance at University of Akron from 2006 to present and the 

former dean of the College of Business Administration.  Firestone 
Chair and Professor of Finance at Kent State University from 
1999 to the 2006; Mellon Chair in and Professor of Finance at 

John Carroll University from 1987 to 1999. 
 

5 None. 

University of Akron  
Akron, OH  44325  

65 
  

  
    

Donald Lerner  Trustee Since  Consultant to the marking device industry and private investor. 
 Owner of Ace Rubber Company (marking devices) until 1999. 

5 None. 
200 North Folk Dr.,                       

Bentleyville, OH 
44022 

November 
15, 2003 

78  
Anne Peterson 

Ogan                     
115 West Juniper 
Lane, Moreland 
Hills, OH 44022 

Trustee Since                
November 
15, 2003 

President of The Proper Analysis Corp. (investment management 
firm) from 1993 to the present. 

5 None. 

66   
Interested Director:         

Richard A. 
Barone (1) 

Chairman, 
Trustee and 

Portfolio 
Manager 

Since August 
2, 2003 

Portfolio Manager of the Ancora Funds since 2004; Chairman 
and Manager of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2003; Chairman and 
Director of Arch Eagle Group Inc. (f/k/a Ancora Capital Inc.) since 

2002; Chairman and Director of Ancora Securities, Inc. since 
2000; Chairman and Director of The Ancora Group Inc. since 

2010; member of the Executive Committee of the Ancora entities 
since 2006; Portfolio Manager of Fifth Third Investment Advisors 
from 2001 to 2003; Chief Executive Officer of Maxus Investment 
Group (financial services) until 2001; Portfolio Manager of Maxus 
Income Fund, Maxus Equity Fund and Maxus Aggressive Value 

Fund until 2001 

5 Stephan 
Company (TSC); 

Mace Security 
International, 
Inc. (MACE) 

2000 Auburn 
Drive,            

Suite 300  
Cleveland, Ohio 

44122 
71 

Officers:           
Joseph M. 
Spidalieri 

2000 Auburn Dr.  
Suite 300 

Cleveland, OH 
44122 

35 

Chief 
Compliance 

Officer 

Since         
March 1, 

2011 

Chief Compliance Officer of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2011; 
Chief Compliance Officer of The Ancora Group Inc. since 2011; 
Director of Compliance of Ancora Securities, Inc. and  Ancora 

Capital Inc. from 2011 to 2012 

5 None. 

Bradley A. 
Zucker 

2000 Auburn Dr.  
Suite 300 

Cleveland, OH 
44122 

40 

Secretary Since          
August 2, 

2003 

Chief Financial Officer of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2003; Chief 
Financial Officer of The Ancora Group Inc. since 2010; Chief 
Financial Officer and Director of Ancora Securities, Inc. from 

2001 to 2012; Chief Financial Officer of Ancora Capital Inc. from 
2002 to 2012; member of the Executive Committee for the 

Ancora entities since 2006 

5 None. 
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The Board determined that each of the Trustees is qualified to serve as a Trustee of the Trust based on a review of the experience, 
qualifications, attributes and skills of each Trustee.  Information indicating the specific experience, skills, attributes and qualifications 
of each Trustee which led to the Board’s determination that the Trustee should serve in this capacity is provided below. 
 
Richard A. Barone.  Mr. Barone has been a Trustee since 2003 and is the Chairman of the Board of the Trust.  He has significant 
business leadership experience in the investment management business.  He has managed the Trust since its inception in 2003 
and has been Chairman and Manager of the Advisor since 2003.  He has been the portfolio manager of Ancora Income Fund, 
Ancora Equity Fund and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund since their inception in 2003.  Previously, he was Chairman and Portfolio 
Manager of the Maxus family of mutual funds from 1985  to 2001 and was founder and Chief Executive Officer of Maxus Investment 
Group, an investment management firm, from 1973  to 2001.  He has had over 40 years of investment management experience.  He 
holds Series 7, 22 and 63 licenses from the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”). 
 
Raj Aggarwal.  Mr. Aggarwal has been a Trustee since 2003.  Previously, he was a Trustee of the Maxus family of mutual funds. He 
has taught business and finance at prestigious universities for over 25 years.  He has been the Frank C. Sullivan Professor of 
International Business and Finance at University of Akron from 2006 to the present and is the former Dean of the College of 
Business Administration at the University of Akron.  He was the Firestone Chair and Professor of Finance at Kent State University 
from 1999 to 2006.  He was the Mellon Chair in and Professor of Finance at John Carroll University from 1987 to 1999.  He 
successfully completed the CFA program. 
 
Donald Lerner.  Mr. Lerner has been a Trustee since 2003.  Mr. Lerner has significant business leadership experience, having 
served as President and Owner of a manufacturing company for over 35 years.  He also has had considerable experience in the 
investment management business, having worked for 15 years as a registered representative and partner of a NYSE member firm.   
 
Anne Peterson Ogan.  Ms. Ogan has been a Trustee since 2003.  She has significant business leadership experience in the 
investment management business, having served as President of The Proper Analysis Corp., an investment management firm, from 
1993 to the present.  She passed the Series 7, 65, 14 and 21 FINRA examinations and successfully completed the CFA program. . 
 
Specific details regarding each Trustee’s principal occupations during the past five years are included in the table above. 
 
Board Composition and Leadership Structure 
 
The Board presently consists of four individuals, one of whom is an Interested Trustee.  The Chairman of the Board, Mr. Barone, is 
an Interested Trustee.  The Board does not have a lead independent director as it believes that it is beneficial to have a 
representative of the Trust’s management as its Chairman. Mr. Barone is the Chairman and Manager of the Advisor and oversees 
the investment and business affairs of the Trust.  Accordingly, the board believes his participation in the Board’s deliberations helps 
assure that the Board’s decisions are informed and are accurately communicated to and implemented by the Trust’s management. 
 
The Board believes that its structure facilitates the orderly and efficient flow of information to the Trustees from the Advisor and other 
service providers with respect to services provided to the Trust, potential conflicts of interest that could arise from these 
relationships and other risks that the Trust may face.  The Board further believes that its structure allows all of the Trustees to 
participate in the full range of the Board’s oversight responsibilities.  The Board believes that the orderly and efficient flow of 
information and the ability to bring each Trustee’s talents to bear in overseeing the Trust’s operations is important, in light of the size 
and complexity of the Fund and the risks that the Fund faces. 
 
Currently, the Board has only one committee, an Audit Committee.  The responsibilities of the Audit Committee and its members are 
described below. 
 
Audit Committee 
 
The Board of Trustees has appointed a standing Audit Committee comprised solely of the non-interested Trustees.  The members of 
the Audit Committee are Raj Aggarwal, Donald Lerner, and Anne Peterson Ogan.  The Audit Committee has the responsibility, 
among other things (i) to select, oversee and set the compensation of the Trust’s independent auditors; (ii) to oversee the Trust’s 
accounting and financial reporting policies and practices, its internal controls and, as appropriate, the internal controls of certain 
service providers; (iii) to oversee the quality and objectivity of the Funds’ financial statements and the independent audit(s) thereof; 
and (iv) to act as a liaison between the Trust’s independent registered public accountants and the full Board.  The Audit Committee 
meets at least once per year. 
 
Board’s Role in Risk Oversight 
 
The Board oversees risk management for the Trust directly and, as to certain matters, through its Audit Committee.  The Board 
exercises its oversight in this regard primarily through requesting and receiving reports from and otherwise working with the Trust’s 
senior officers (including the Trust’s Chairman and Chief Compliance Officer), portfolio management and other personnel of the 
Advisor, the Trust’s independent, auditor, legal counsel and personnel from the Trust’s other service providers.  The Board also 
relies on regular discussions with the Advisor at Board meetings regarding the sources of risk applicable to the Fund and an 
understanding of the appropriate level of risk acceptable on behalf of the Fund. The Board has adopted, on behalf of the Trust, and 
periodically reviews with the assistance of the Trust’s Chief Compliance Officer, policies and procedures designed to address certain 
risks associated with the Trust’s activities. In addition, the independent trustees meet quarterly to discuss matters of interest, which 
may include risk oversight. 
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Board Interest In the Funds 
 
As of December 31, 2012, the Trustees owned the following amounts of shares of the Funds: 
 
 
 

Name of Trustee 

 
Dollar Range of Equity Securities 

in Each Fund 

Aggregate Dollar Range of Equity 
Securities in All Registered Investment 

Companies Overseen by Trustee in 
Family of Investment Companies 

Richard A. Barone Ancora Income Fund Over $100,000  
 

Over $100,000 
 Ancora Equity Fund Over $100,000 
 Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund None 
 Ancora MicroCap Fund Over $100,000 
 Ancora Special Opportunity Fund  Over $100,000 
Raj Aggarwal Ancora Income Fund $1 - $10,000  

 
$1 - $10,000 

 Ancora Equity Fund None 
 Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund None 
 Ancora MicroCap Fund None 
 Ancora Special Opportunity Fund  None 
Donald Lerner Ancora Income Fund $1 - $10,000  

 
$10,001 - $50,000 

 Ancora Equity Fund None 
 Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund None 
 Ancora MicroCap Fund $1 - $10,000 
 Ancora Special Opportunity Fund  None 
Anne Peterson Ogan Ancora Income Fund $1 - $10,000  

 
$10,001 - $50,000 

 Ancora Equity Fund $1 - $10,000 
 Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund None 
 Ancora MicroCap Fund $10,000 - $50,000 
 Ancora Special Opportunity Fund  $1 - $10,000 
  
  
Compensation 

 
No officer, director or employee of Ancora Advisors LLC (the “Advisor”) or of any parent or subsidiary receives any compensation 
from the Funds for serving as an officer or Trustee of the Funds.  Each Trustee who is not an interested person in the Advisor will 
receive from each of the Funds the following fees for each Board or shareholders meeting attended: 
 

Fee per Meeting Net Assets of the Funds 
$100 $10,000,000 or less 
$150 $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 
$200 $15,000,001 to $20,000,000 
$250 $20,000,001 to $25,000,000 
$300 $25,000,001 to $30,000,000 
$350 $30,000,001 to $35,000,000  
$400 $35,000,001 to $40,000,000 
$450 $40,000,001 to $45,000,000 
$500 $45,000,001 to $50,000,000 
$550 $50,000,001 to $55,000,000 
$600 $55,000,001 to $60,000,000 
$650 $60,000,001 to $65,000,000 
$700 $65,000,001 to $70,000,000 
$750 $70,000,001 to $75,000,000 
$800 $75,000,001 to $80,000,000 
$850 $80,000,001 to $85,000,000 
$900 $85,000,001 to $90,000,000 
$950 $90,000,001 to $95,000,000 

$1,000 Over $95,000,000 
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The fees paid to the Trustees for the 2012 fiscal year, which are the only compensation or benefits payable to Trustees, are 
summarized in the following table: 
 

Name of Person, Position Aggregate 
Compensation from 

the Funds 

Pension or 
Retirement Benefits 
Accrued as Part of 

Fund Expenses 

Estimated Annual 
Benefits Upon 

Retirement 

Total Compensation 
from the Funds Paid 

to Directors 

Richard A. Barone, Trustee $0 $0 $0 $0 
Raj Aggarwal, Trustee $3,300 $0 $0 $3,300 
Donald Lerner, Trustee $3,300 $0 $0 $3,300 
Anne Peterson Ogan, Trustee $3,300 $0 $0 $3,300 
 
Code of Ethics 
 
Each of the Trust and the Advisor has adopted a code of ethics pursuant to Rule 17j-1 under the 1940 Act.  Each code permits 
personnel subject to the code to invest in securities that may be purchased or held by the Funds. 
 
Proxy Voting Policy 
 
The Board of Trustees of the Funds has adopted a proxy voting policy (the “Proxy Voting Policy”).  The Proxy Voting Policy is 
attached as Appendix A to this SAI.  Information regarding how the Funds voted proxies relating to portfolio securities during the 
most recent 12-month period ending June 30 is available (1) without charge, upon request, by calling the Funds at 1-866-626-2672 
or on the Funds’ internet site at www.ancorafunds.com and (2) on the SEC’s internet site at www.sec.gov. 
 
Principal Holders of Securities 
 
Ancora Income Fund 
 
As of April 1, 2013, the following persons were known to be the beneficial owners of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of the 
following classes of shares of Ancora Income Fund: 
 

Class C Shares 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
Surety Title Agency Inc.  Profit Sharing Trust 7.25% 
Attn: Rose Ann Pascucci 
526 Superior Avenue, East, #1010 
Cleveland, OH 44114-1401 
 
Kenneth D. Ruttig and Deborah S. Ruttig Living Trust UAD 09/10/05 5.78% 
Kenneth D. Ruttig & Deborah S. Ruttig, Trustees 
21924 Titus Road 
Freeport, OH 43973-8928 

 
Class I Shares* 

 
Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
The Rose Ann Pascucci Revocable 11.57% 
Rose Ann Pascucci, Trustee 
7037 Hill Creek Lane 
Gates Mills, OH 44040-9629 
 
Shirley A. Loxterman 5.25% 
10100 Hoose Road 
Mentor, OH 44060-6830 
 
*  Prior to January 1, 2013, Class I shares were designated Class D shares. 
 

As of April 1, 2013, officers and Trustees as a group beneficially owned 55,362 Class I shares of Ancora Income Fund, constituting 
4.7% of the outstanding Class I shares of the Fund. 
 
Ancora Equity Fund 
 
As of April 1, 2013, the following persons were known to be the beneficial owners of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of the 
following classes of shares of Ancora Equity Fund: 
 
 

Class C Shares 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 

http://www.sec.gov/�
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Surety Title Agency Inc. Profit Sharing Trust 16.23% 
Attn: Rose Ann Pascucci 
526 Superior Avenue, East, #1010 
Cleveland, OH 44114-1401 

 
N. Lee Dietrich 6.66% 
Special Account 
7090 Morley Rd. 
Painesville, OH 44077-9419 
 
SEP FBO Roger Pettingell 5.82% 
Pershing LLC as Custodian 
654 Mourning Dove Drive 
Sarasota, FL 34236-1926 
 
The Rose Ann Pascucci Revocable Trust 5.68% 
7037 Hill Creek Lane  
Gates Mills, Ohio 44040-9629 
 
 

Class I Shares* 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
IRA FBO Richard A. Barone  22.04% 
435 L'Ambiance Dr., Unit J-603 
Longboat Key, FL 34228-3927 

 
IRA FBO Vincent A. Chiarucci 8.21% 
Pershing LLC, as Custodian 
26 Hunting Hollow 
Pepper Pike, OH 44124-5247 
 
Richard & Martha Barone Grandchildren’s Trust 6.61% 
Christopher R. Barone, Trustee 
2000 Auburn Dr., Suite 300 
Cleveland, OH 44122-4328 
 
Jeffrey S. Glazer Family Irrevocable Trust  5.29% 
U/A Dtd. 12/31/1994  
Jeffrey S. Glazer, Trustee  
CPA Management 
26565 Miles Rd., Suite 200 
Cleveland, OH 44128-5998 
 
IRA FBO Jean P. Disanto 5.01% 
Pershing LLC as Custodian 
403 E. Glengary Circle 
Highland Hts., OH 44143-3601  
 
*  Prior to January 1, 2013, Class I shares were designated Class D Shares. 
 

As of April 1, 2013, all officers and Trustees as a group beneficially owned 60,800 Class I shares of Ancora Equity Fund, constituting 
26.8% of the outstanding Class I shares of the Fund. 
 
Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund  
 
As of April 1, 2013, the following persons were known to be the beneficial owners of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of the 
following classes of shares of Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund: 
 

Class C Shares 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
Kristin Tere Tull Revocable Trust  23.91% 
325 Grey Fox Run 
Bentleyville, OH  44022-3602 
 
John L. Keeley, Jr.  15.94% 
4138 Central Avenue  
Western Springs, IL  60558 
 
IRA FBO Roberty Woidke 12.19% 
3288 W. 91st Street 
Cleveland, OH  44102-4832 
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IRA FBO Julie Bolan-Gannon  12.11% 
20814 Brantley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH  44122-1931 
 
William R. Henry and Gloria Henry, JT TEN 10.68% 
209 Redwood Drive 
Venetia, PA  15367-1047 
 
Robert M. Tull Revocable Trust 9.07% 
325 Grey Fox Run  
Bentleyville, OH  44022-3602 
 

 
Class I Shares 

 
Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 

 
Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. 14.62% 
211 Main Street  
San Francisco, CA  94105 

 
As of April 1, 2013, all officers and Trustees as a group beneficially owned 11,198 Class I shares of Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap 
Fund, constituting 0.5% of the outstanding Class I shares of the Fund. 
 
 
Ancora MicroCap Fund 
 
As of April 1, 2013, the following persons were known to be the beneficial owners of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of the 
following classes of shares of Ancora MicroCap Fund: 
 

Class C Shares 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
  

Drew Mansour 18.14% 
55 Public Square, Suite 2150 
Cleveland, OH 44113-1976 
 
Laura Mansour 13.94% 
55 Public Square, Suite 2150 
Cleveland, OH 44113-1976 
 
Mary Silvestro 10.83% 
226 Brentwood Drive 
Hudson, OH 44236-1638 
 
IRA FBO Diana Buehner  7.96% 
Rollover Account 
9899 Country Scene Lane 
Mentor, OH 44060-6658 
 
Kathryn J. Popp and Madeline L. Popp, JT TEN  7.15% 
420 Prospect Street  
Fairport Harbor, OH  44077-5814 
 
John W. Kemper Trust  5.10% 
21468 Avalon Drive  
Rocky River, OH  44116-1126 
 

Class I Shares* 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 

Nancy A. Panzica 6.39% 
313 Brunswick Road 
Highland Hts., OH 44143-3819 
 
*  Prior to January 1, 2013, Class I shares were designated Class D Shares. 
 

As of April 1, 2013, all officers and Trustees as a group beneficially owned 32,114 Class I shares of Ancora MicroCap Fund, 
constituting 4.7% of the outstanding Class I shares of the Fund. 
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Ancora Special Opportunity Fund 
 
As of April 1, 2013, the following persons were known to be the beneficial owners of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of the 
following classes of shares of Ancora Special Opportunity Fund: 
 

Class C Shares 
 

Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
Surety Title Agency Inc. Profit Sharing Trust  16.09% 
Attn: Rose Ann Pascucci 
526 Superior Avenue, East, #1010 
Cleveland, OH 44114-1401 
 
The Rose Ann Pascucci Revocable Trust 10.38% 
Rose Ann Pascucci, Trustee 
7037 Hill Creek Lane 
Gates Mills, OH 44040-9629 
 
SEP FBO Roger Pettingell 7.97% 
Pershing LLC as Custodian 
654 Mourning Dove Drive 
Sarasota, FL 34236-1926 
 
The Paolucci Family Trust  7.58% 
Ronald & Shirley Paolucci, Trustees 
2009 Paseo Del Sol 
Pls Vrds Est, CA 90274-1604 
 
Daniel A. Fedeli Trust 7.27% 
Daniel Fedeli, Trustee 
303 Longspur Rd. 
Highland Hts., OH 44143-3708 
 

 
Class I Shares* 

 
Name and Address    Percentage of Ownership 
 
Richard A. Barone 29.11% 
436 L'Ambiance Dr., Unit J-603 
Longboat Key, FL 34228-3928 
 
IRA FBO Richard A. Barone  29.11% 
Rollover Account 
435 L'Ambiance Dr., Unit J-603 
Longboat Key, FL 34228-3927 

 
Richard & Martha Barone Grandchildren's Trust 6.79% 
Christopher R. Barone, Trustee 
2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 300 
Cleveland, OH 44122-4328 
 
Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. 6.72% 
211 Main Street  
San Francisco, CA  94105 
 
*  Prior to January 1, 2013, Class I shares were designated Class D Shares. 

 
As of April 1, 2013, all officers and Trustees as a group beneficially owned 322,764 Class I shares of Ancora Special Opportunity 
Fund, constituting 62.6% of the outstanding Class I shares of the Fund. 

 
INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND OTHER SERVICES 
 
Investment Advisor 
 
The Advisor for each of the Funds is Ancora Advisors LLC.  The Advisor is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Ancora Group Inc.  
Richard A. Barone is both the Chairman of the Advisor and Chairman of the Funds.  Bradley Zucker is both a director and officer of 
the Advisor and an officer of the Funds. Joseph M. Spidalieri is both an officer of the Advisor and an officer of the Funds.  
 
As compensation for the Advisor’s services rendered to the Funds, each of the Funds pays a fee, computed and paid monthly, at an 
annual rate of 1% of such Fund’s average daily net assets. 
 

The Advisor has contractually agreed to waive fees to the extent necessary to limit the Fund’s total annual fund operating expenses 
(excluding dividend expenses relating to short sales, interest, taxes, brokerage commissions, and the cost of “Fees and Expenses of 
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Acquired Funds,” if any) to the amounts set forth below.  Fee waivers are calculated and applied at least monthly, based on each 
Fund’s average net assets during such month.  These fee waivers will remain in effect until at least April 30, 2014 but can be 
terminated by a vote of the Board of Trustees of the Fund if they deem the termination to be beneficial to the Fund shareholders.  
The terms of the Advisor’s waiver agreement provide that the Advisor is entitled to recover such waived amounts waived within the 
same fiscal year in which the Advisor reduced its fee.  No recoupment will occur except to the extent that the Fund’s operating 
expenses, together with the amount recovered, do not exceed the applicable expense limitation amount.  The Advisor is not 
obligated to reimburse the Fund for amounts in excess of the fee waiver. 

 

Fund Limit on Total Operating Expenses 
 

Ancora Income Fund  
 Class C 2.00% 
 Class I 1.285% 
Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid  
 Cap Fund  
 Class I 1.39% 
Ancora MicroCap Fund  
 Class I 1.60% 

 

For 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, the Advisor waived fees of $2,110, $561 and $142 for Ancora Income Fund.  For 2012, 2011 
and 2010, respectively, the following amounts of management fees were paid by the Funds to the Advisor: Ancora Income Fund, 
$220,980, $196,809 and $190,958; Ancora Equity Fund, $94,841, $102,067 and $97,394; Ancora MicroCap Fund, $72,651, $65,287 
and $41,452 and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund, $79,741, $88,069 and $84,404. 
 
Subject to the supervision and direction of the Funds’ Board of Trustees, the Advisor, as investment adviser, manages each Fund’s 
assets in accordance with the stated policies of such Fund. The Advisor makes investment decisions for the Fund and places the 
purchase and sale orders for portfolio transactions.  
 
Other expenses are borne by the Funds and include administration fees, brokerage fees and commissions, fees of Trustees not 
affiliated with the Advisor, expenses of registration of the Funds and of the shares of the Funds with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (the “SEC”) and the various states, charges of the custodian, dividend and transfer agent, outside auditing and legal 
expenses, liability insurance premiums on property or personnel (including officers and trustees), maintenance of business trust 
existence, any taxes payable by the Funds, interest payments relating to Fund borrowings, costs of preparing, printing and mailing 
registration statements, prospectuses, periodic reports and other documents furnished to shareholders and regulatory authorities, 
costs of printing share certificates, portfolio pricing services and meetings of the Funds and costs incurred pursuant to each Fund’s 
Distribution and Shareholder Servicing Plan described below. 
 
Distribution Plan 
 
With respect to each of the Funds, the Trust has adopted a Distribution and Shareholder Servicing Plan (the “Plan”) pursuant to 
Rule 12b-1 under the Act.  Class C shares of Ancora Income Fund pay annual amounts for distribution of 0.25% of the average daily 
net assets of the Fund.  Class C shares of each of Ancora Equity Fund, Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund, Ancora MicroCap Fund 
and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund pay annual amounts for distribution of 0.50% of the average daily net assets of the applicable 
Fund. In addition, Class C Shares of each of the Funds shall pay 0.25% of the average daily net assets of such Fund as shareholder 
service fees. These fees are paid (i) to Ancora Securities for its services in connection with distribution and shareholder servicing 
and (ii) to financial institutions and intermediaries such as banks, investment counselors, broker-dealers and mutual fund 
supermarkets as compensation for services or reimbursement of expenses in connection with distribution assistance and providing 
services to shareholders. 
 
For 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, the Funds paid the following amounts pursuant to the Plan: Ancora Income Fund $90,294, 
$80,844 and $77,968; Ancora Equity Fund, $58,017, $62,767 and $59,110; Ancora MicroCap Fund, $23,323, $21,684 and $15,207; 
and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund, $45,500, $49,911 and $46,640.  Richard A. Barone, Chairman of the Trust and shareholder 
of the parent company of Ancora Securities, has an indirect financial interest in the operation of the Plan. 
 
The Trustees believe that the Plan will benefit the Funds and the holders of shares of the Funds. Among these benefits are: (1) 
reductions in the per share expenses of the Fund as a result of increased assets in the Fund; (2) reductions in the cost of executing 
portfolio transactions and the possible ability of the Advisor in some cases to negotiate lower purchase prices for securities, due to 
the potentially larger blocks of securities which may be traded by the Fund as its net assets increase in size; and (3) a more 
predictable flow of cash which may provide investment flexibility in seeking the Funds’ investment objectives and may better enable 
each of the Funds to meet redemption demands without liquidating portfolio securities at inopportune times. 
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Other Service Providers 
 
The Funds have entered into an Administration Agreement with The Ancora Group Inc., an affiliate of the Advisor.  Pursuant to this 
Agreement, each of the Funds pays an administration fee equal to 0.10% of average net assets of such Fund monthly.  Under the 
Administration Agreement, The Ancora Group Inc. assists in maintaining office facilities, furnish clerical services, prepare and file 
documents with the Securities Exchange Commission, coordinates the filing of tax returns, assists with the preparation of the Funds’ 
Annual and Semi-Annual Reports to shareholders, monitors the Funds’ expense accruals and pays all expenses, monitors the 
Funds’ Subchapter M status, maintains the Funds’ fidelity bond, monitors each Fund’s compliance with such Fund’s policies and 
limitations as set forth in the Prospectus and Statement of Additional Information and generally assists in the Funds’ operations.  For 
2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, the Funds paid the following amounts to Ancora Capital Inc. (n/k/a Arch Eagle Group Inc.), the 
prior administrator, under a predecessor to this Agreement: Ancora Income Fund, $22,099, $19,681 and $19,096; Ancora Equity 
Fund, $9,484, $10,207 and $9,739; Ancora MicroCap Fund, $7,265, $6,528 and $4,145 and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund, 
$7,974, $8,807 and $8,440. 
 
The Funds have entered into an Agreement with Mutual Shareholder Services, LLC (the “Transfer Agent”), located at 8000 Town 
Centre Drive, Suite 400, Broadview Heights, Ohio  44147.  The Transfer Agent has agreed to act as the Funds’ transfer, redemption 
and dividend disbursing agent.  For its transfer agency services, the Transfer Agent is paid fees based upon the number of 
transactions, with a minimum monthly fee of $775 per month.  The Funds also retain the Transfer Agent to act as the Funds’ fund 
accountant.  The Transfer Agent also receives $792 per month, per Fund, in accounting software fees.  For its services as fund 
accountant, Mutual Shareholder Services, LLC receives the following annual fees in respect of each Fund:  $21,000 if the value of 
the Fund is under $25,000,000 (subject to discount if the value of the Fund is under $10,000,000); $30,500 if the value of the Fund 
is between $25,000,000 and $50,000,000; $36,250 if the value of the Fund is between $50,000,000 and $75,000,000; $42,000 if the 
value of the Fund is between $75,000,000 and $100,000,000; $47,750 if the value of the Fund is between $100,000,000 and 
$125,000,000; $53,500 if the value of the Fund is between $125,000,000 and $150,000,000; and $59,250 if the value of the Fund is 
in excess of $150,000,000. 
 
U.S. Bank N.A., 425 Walnut Street, M.L. CN-WN-06TC, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, serves as each Fund’s custodian. As custodian, 
U.S. Bank maintains custody of each of the Funds’ cash and portfolio securities. 
 
Cohen Fund Audit Services, Ltd., independent registered public accountants, located at 1350 Euclid Avenue, Suite 800, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44115, has been selected as the Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm for the Funds. In such capacity, Cohen Fund 
Audit Services, Ltd. periodically reviews the accounting and financial records of each of the Funds and examines each of the Funds’ 
financial statements.  
 

PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 
 
Other Accounts Managed 
 
Richard A. Barone is the portfolio manager of the Ancora Income Fund, Ancora Equity Fund and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund 
and is responsible for the day-to-day management of such Funds.  As of December 31, 2012, Mr. Barone was primarily responsible 
for the day-to-day management of the portfolios of the following accounts other than the Funds:   
 
 Number of Accounts Total Assets Managed 
Registered investment companies                                0                               $0 
Other pooled investment vehicles 0 $0 
Other accounts 18*                     $22,929,238* 
 
* None of these accounts has fees based on performance.  Fees on all accounts are based on a percentage of assets under 
management. 
 
 
Denis J. Amato is the portfolio manager of Ancora MicroCap and is responsible for the day-to-day management of such Fund.  As of 
December 31, 2012, Mr. Amato was primarily responsible for the day-to-day management of the portfolios of the following accounts 
other than the Funds: 
 
 Number of Accounts Total Assets Managed 
Registered investment companies 0     $0  
Other pooled investment vehicles 0 $0 
Other accounts 90*        $114,167,664* 
 
* None of these accounts has fees based on performance.  Fees on all accounts are based on a percentage of assets under 
management. 
 
 
Dan Thelen is the portfolio manager of Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund and is responsible for the day-to-day management of 
such Fund.  As of April 1, 2013, Mr. Thelen was primarily responsible for the day-to-day management of the following accounts other 
than such Fund. 
 
 Number of Accounts Total Assets Managed 
Registered investment companies 0 $0 
Other pooled investment vehicles 0 $0 
Other accounts 5* $18,560,835* 
* None of these accounts has fees based on performance.  Fees on all accounts are based on a percentage of assets under 
management. 
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Conflicts of interest may arise in connection with the Portfolio Manager’s management of investments of the Fund and of other 
accounts managed by the Portfolio Manager.  Specifically, conflicts of interest may arise in connection with the allocation of 
investment opportunities between the Fund and other accounts managed by the Portfolio Manager.  If such conflict of interest 
occurs, the Advisor’s policy is that the Fund has priority over such other accounts.  
 
Compensation 
 
Each of Richard A. Barone, Denis Amato and Dan Thelen is paid an overall compensation amount for all services he performs for 
the Advisor; none of them receives any specific compensation for acting as a portfolio manager for the Funds. 
 
Ownership of Shares 
 
As of December 31, 2012, Richard A. Barone beneficially owned shares of (i) Ancora Income Fund having a dollar value between 
$100,001 and $500,000, (ii) Ancora Equity Fund having a dollar value between $500,001 and $1,000,000, (iii) Ancora Microcap 
Fund having a dollar value between $100,001 and $500,000, and (iv) Ancora Special Opportunity Fund having a dollar value of over 
$1,000,000.  As of December 31, 2012, Denis Amato beneficially owned shares of (i) Ancora Income Fund having a dollar value 
between $100,001 and $500,000, (ii) Ancora Equity Fund having a dollar value between $10,001 and $50,000, and (iii) Ancora 
Microcap Fund having a dollar value between $100,001 and $500,000.  As of April 1, 2013, Dan Thelen did not own any shares of 
any of the Funds. 
 

PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS DISCLOSURE POLICY 
Generally, the Funds disclose their portfolio holdings only (i) in annual and semi-annual reports to shareholders, (ii) in Form N-Q 
filings made within 60 days after the end of the first and third fiscal quarters with the Securities and Exchange Commission and (iii) 
on the Funds' internet site www.ancorafunds.com approximately 10 days after the end of each fiscal quarter, which information is 
current as of the end of such fiscal quarter.  Such portfolio holdings information may then be disclosed to any person no earlier than 
one day after the day on which the information is posted on Ancora Funds' internet site. 
 
In addition to portfolio holdings disclosure made to the public, Richard A. Barone, Chairman of the Funds, or designated executive 
officers of the Funds authorize the disclosure of portfolio holdings information prior to the date of public disclosure to affiliates of the 
fund and to third party service providers who require the portfolio holdings information for legitimate business and fund oversight 
purposes.  The Funds have ongoing relationships with the following service providers to provide portfolio holdings information as 
frequent as on a daily basis:  the Funds' distributor, accounting and transfer agent, custodian, legal counsel, EDGAR filing service, 
independent public accounting firm, and printer.  Also, on occasion the Funds disclose one or more individual holdings to pricing or 
valuation services for assistance in considering the valuation of the relevant holdings.   
 
The Funds do not believe that disclosure of portfolio holdings information as described in the preceding paragraph creates any 
conflict between the interests of Fund shareholders and the interests of the Advisor (or its affiliates).  Any potential conflicts of 
interest which do arise will be resolved by the Board of Trustees in the best interests of Fund shareholders.  The entities to whom 
each Fund provides portfolio holdings information, either by explicit agreement or by virtue of their respective duties to each Fund, 
are required to maintain the confidentiality of the information disclosed and refrain from trading on such information.  Neither the 
Funds nor the Advisor (or its affiliates) receives any compensation in connection with any disclosure of portfolio holdings 
information.  
 
These policies and procedures will be reviewed by the Board of Trustees on an annual basis, for adequacy and effectiveness, in 
connection with the Funds' compliance program under Rule 38a-1 under the Investment Company Act.  In addition, the Chairman 
will make a quarterly report to the Board of Trustees regarding compliance with these policies and procedures. 
 

BROKERAGE ALLOCATION 
 
Decisions to buy and sell securities for the Funds are made by the Advisor subject to the overall supervision and review by the 
Funds’ Trustees. Portfolio security transactions for the Funds are effected by or under the supervision of the Advisor.  
 
Transactions on stock exchanges involve the payment of negotiated brokerage commissions. There is generally no stated 
commission in the case of securities traded in the over-the-counter markets, but the price of those securities includes an 
undisclosed commission or markup. The cost of securities purchased from underwriters includes an underwriting commission or 
concession, and the prices at which securities are purchased from and sold to dealers include a dealer’s markup or markdown. In 
executing portfolio transactions and selecting brokers and dealers, it is the Funds’ policy to seek the best overall terms available.  
 
The Funds’ Board of Trustees periodically reviews the commissions paid by the Funds to determine if the commissions paid over 
representative periods of time were reasonable in relation to the benefits inuring to the Funds. It is possible that certain of the 
services received will primarily benefit one or more other accounts for which investment discretion is exercised. Conversely, the 
Funds may be the primary beneficiaries of services received as a result of portfolio transactions effected for other accounts. The 
Advisor’s fee under the Management Agreement is not reduced by reason of the Advisor’s receiving such brokerage and research 
services.  
 
Under the Act, with respect to transactions effected on a securities exchange, a mutual fund may not pay brokerage commissions to 
an affiliate which exceed the usual and customary broker’s commissions. A commission is deemed as not exceeding the usual and 
customary broker’s commission if (i) the commission is reasonable and fair compared to the commission received by other brokers 
in connection with comparable transactions involving similar securities being purchased or sold during a comparable period of time 
and (ii) the Board of Trustees, including a majority of the Trustees who are not interested persons of the mutual fund, have adopted 
procedures reasonably designed to provide that such commission is consistent with the above-described standard, review these 
procedures annually for their continuing appropriateness and determine quarterly that all commissions paid during the preceding 
quarter were in compliance with these procedures. 
 

http://www.ancora.net/our-mutual-funds�
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The Funds’ Board of Trustees has determined that any portfolio transaction for any of the Funds may be effected through Ancora 
Securities, if, in the Advisor’s judgment, the use of Ancora Securities is likely to result in price and execution at least as favorable as 
those of other qualified brokers, and if, in the transaction, Ancora Securities charges the Fund a commission rate consistent with 
those charged by Ancora Securities to comparable unaffiliated customers in similar transactions. Each quarter, the Trustees review 
a report comparing the commissions charged the Fund by Ancora Securities to industry norms for similar sized transactions.  Based 
upon such review, the Board of Trustees determines on a quarterly basis whether the commissions charged by Ancora Securities 
meet the requirements of the Act. Ancora Securities will not participate in commissions from brokerage given by the Fund to other 
brokers or dealers. Over-the-counter purchases and sales are transacted through brokers and dealers with principal market makers.  
During 2012, 2011 and 2010, respectively, the aggregate amounts of brokerage commissions paid by each Fund, all of which were 
paid to Ancora Securities, were: Ancora Income Fund, $44,326, $27,487 and $18,767; Ancora Equity Fund, $5,584, $10,185 and 
$6,613; Ancora MicroCap Fund, $8,695, $5,869 and $7,411 and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund, $34,034, $29,208 and $31,220. 
Richard A. Barone, Chairman of the Trust and shareholder of the parent company of Ancora Securities, Inc., has an indirect interest 
in Ancora Securities, Inc.  
 
Even though investment decisions for the Funds are made independently from those of the other accounts managed by the Advisor, 
investments of the kind made by the Funds may also be made by those other accounts. When the Funds and one or more accounts 
managed by the Advisor are prepared to invest in, or desire to dispose of, the same security, available investments or opportunities 
for sales will be allocated in a manner believed by the Advisor to be equitable. In some cases, this procedure may adversely affect 
the price paid or received by the Funds or the size of the position obtained for or disposed of by the Funds. 
 
CAPITAL STOCK AND OTHER SECURITIES  
 
The Declaration of Trust provides for an unlimited number of authorized shares of beneficial interest representing interests in 
separate series of securities, and it permits the Trust to offer classes of each such series. Shares of each of the Funds are divided 
into Class C shares and Class I shares. Each share of a Fund represents an equal proportionate interest in such Fund with other 
shares of the same class, and is entitled to such dividends and distributions out of the income earned on the assets belonging to 
such Fund as are declared at the discretion of the Trustees. 
 
Shareholders are entitled to one vote per share (with proportional voting for fractional shares) on such matters as shareholders are 
entitled to vote. Shareholders vote in the aggregate and not by class on all matters except that (i) shares shall be voted by individual 
class when required by the 1940 Act or when the Trustees have determined that the matter affects only the interests of a particular 
class, and (ii) only the holders of Investor Shares will be entitled to vote on matters submitted to shareholder vote with regard to the 
Distribution Plan applicable to such class. Whenever the approval of a majority of the outstanding shares of a Fund is required in 
connection with shareholder approval of an investment advisory contract, changes in the investment objective and policies or the 
investment restrictions, or approval of a distribution expense plan, a “majority” shall mean the vote of (i) 67% or more of the shares 
of such Fund present at a meeting, if the holders of more than 50% of the outstanding shares of such Fund are present in person or 
by proxy, or (ii) more than 50% of the outstanding shares of such Fund, whichever is less. 
 
Upon issuance and sale in accordance with the terms of the Prospectus, each share will be fully paid and non-assessable. Shares 
of the Fund have no preemptive, subscription or conversion rights. The Declaration of Trust also provides that shareholders shall not 
be subject to any personal liability for the acts or obligations of the Fund and that every agreement, obligation or instrument entered 
into or executed by the Fund shall contain a provision to the effect that the shareholders are not personally liable thereunder. 
 
PURCHASE, REDEMPTION AND PRICING OF SHARES 
 
 
The information pertaining to the purchase and redemption of the Fund’s shares appearing in the Prospectus under the captions 
“Purchasing Your Shares” and “Selling (Redeeming) Your Shares” is hereby incorporated by reference.  
 
The price paid for shares of a certain class of a Fund is the net asset value per share of such class next determined after receipt by 
the Transfer Agent of properly identified purchase funds, except that the price for shares purchased by telephone is the net asset 
value per share next determined after receipt of telephone instructions. Net asset value per share is computed for each class of a 
Fund as of the close of business (currently 4:00 P.M., New York time) each day the New York Stock Exchange is open for trading. 
 
For purposes of pricing sales and redemptions, net asset value per share of a class of a Fund is calculated by determining the value 
of the class’s proportional interest in the assets of such Fund, less (i) such class’s proportional share of general liabilities and (ii) the 
liabilities allocable only to such class; and dividing such amount by the number of shares of such class outstanding. 
 
Each of the Funds offers Class C shares and Class I shares.  Neither class has a front-end sales charge. Class I shares were 
previously named Class D shares. 
 
Class C Shares 
 
Class C shares are subject to distribution (12b-1) and shareholder servicing fees.  See “Distribution Plan” above. 
 
Class I Shares 
 
Class I shares are available for purchase by clients of financial intermediaries who charge such clients an ongoing fee for advisory, 
investment, consulting or related services. Such clients may include individuals, corporations, endowments and foundations. 
 
Class I shares are also available for purchase by family offices and their clients. A family office is a company that provides certain 
financial and other services to a high net worth family or families. 
 
Class I shares also are available for purchase by the following categories of investors: 
 

• employer-sponsored retirement plans, except SEPs, SAR-SEPs, SIMPLE IRAs and KEOGH plans; 
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• bank or broker-affiliated trust departments investing funds over which they exercise exclusive discretionary investment 
authority and that are held in a fiduciary, agency, advisory, custodial or similar capacity; 

• advisory accounts of the Advisor and its affiliates, including other Ancora Funds whose investment policies permit 
investments in other investment companies; 

• current and former trustees of any Ancora Fund, and their immediate family members (“immediate family member” are 
defined as spouses or domestic partners, parents, children, grandparents, grandchildren, parents-in-law, sons-in-law and 
daughters-in-law, siblings, a sibling’s spouse and spouse’s siblings); 

• officers, directors and former directors of The Ancora Group Inc. and its affiliates, and their immediate family members; 
• full-time and retired employees of The Ancora Group Inc. and its affiliates, and their immediate family members; and 
• any person who, for at least the last 90 days, has been an officer, director or employee of any financial intermediary, and 

their immediate family members. 
 
Any shares purchased by investors falling within any of the last four categories listed above must be acquired for investment 
purposes and on the condition that they will not be transferred or resold except through redemption by a Fund. 
 
Holders of Class I shares may purchase additional Class I shares using dividends and capital gains distributions on their shares. 
 
Class C shares are subject to an annual service fee to compensate financial intermediaries for providing your with ongoing account 
services. Class I shares are not subject to a distribution or service fee and, consequently, holders of Class I shares may not receive 
the same types or levels of services from financial intermediaries. In choosing between Class C shares and Class I shares, you 
should weigh the benefits of the services to be provided by financial intermediaries against the annual service fee imposed upon the 
Class C shares. 
 

TAXATION  
 
The Trust intends to qualify each year as a “regulated investment company” under the requirements of Subchapter M of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”). Qualification as a regulated investment company will result in the Trust paying no 
taxes on net income and net realized capital gains distributed to shareholders. If these requirements are not met, the Trust will not 
receive special tax treatment and will pay federal income tax, thus reducing the total return of each of the Funds. 
 
Statements as to the tax status of each shareholder’s dividends and distributions will be mailed annually by the Funds’ transfer 
agent. Shareholders are urged to consult their own tax advisers regarding specific questions as to Federal, state or local taxes. 
 

DISTRIBUTOR 
 
Shares of the Funds are offered continuously on a best-efforts basis by the Distributor, Ancora Securities, Inc., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Arch Eagle Group Inc. (f/k/a Ancora Capital Inc.), 2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 120, Cleveland, Ohio 44122.  Pursuant to 
the Distribution Agreement between the Funds and the Distributor, the Distributor has agreed to hold itself available to receive 
orders, satisfactory to the Distributor, for the purchase of shares of the Funds, to accept such orders on behalf of the Funds as of the 
time of receipt of such orders and to transmit such orders to the Funds’ Transfer Agent as promptly as practicable.  
 
The Distribution Agreement provides that the Distributor shall arrange to sell the Funds’ Shares as agent for the Funds and may 
enter into agreements with registered broker-dealers as it may select to arrange for the sale of such shares. The Distributor is not 
obligated to sell any certain number of shares. 
 

PERFORMANCE 
 
From time to time, the Funds may advertise performance data represented by a cumulative total return or an average annual total 
return. Total returns are based on the overall or percentage change in value of a hypothetical investment in a Fund and assume all 
of such Fund’s dividends and capital gain distributions are reinvested. A cumulative total return reflects a Fund’s performance over a 
stated period of time. An average annual total return reflects the hypothetical annually compounded return that would have produced 
the same cumulative total return if a Fund’s performance had been constant over the entire period. Because average annual returns 
tend to smooth out variations in a Fund’s returns, it should be recognized that they are not the same as actual year-by-year results.  
 
Performance may be compared to well-known indices such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or alternative investments such as 
Treasury Bills. Also, the Funds may include published editorial comments compiled by independent organizations such as Lipper 
Analytical Services or Morningstar, Inc. All performance information is historical in nature and is not intended to represent or 
guarantee future results. The value of Fund shares when redeemed may be more or less than their original cost. 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
The financial statements in the December 31, 2012 Annual Report of the Funds are incorporated in this Statement of Additional 
Information by reference.  The financial statements in the Annual Report have been audited by Cohen Fund Audit Services, Ltd., 
Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm, whose report thereon appears in the Annual Report.  You can obtain additional 
copies of the Annual Report at no charge by writing or telephoning the Fund at the address or number on the front page of this 
Statement of Additional Information or by visiting the Funds’ internet site at www.ancorafunds.com.   

http://www.ancora.net/our-mutual-funds�
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APPENDIX A 
PROXY VOTING POLICY 

Ancora Funds 
 

We have adopted this voting policy which we believe is reasonably designed to ensure that we vote proxies in the best interests of 
each Fund and its shareholders, consistently with stated investment objectives. 
 
We use what we believe are reasonable efforts to identify circumstances in which there is a conflict of interest in voting proxies 
between the interests of Fund shareholders, on the one hand, and those of the Advisor or any affiliated person of the Advisor, on the 
other hand. 
 
In order to comply with applicable law relating to the voting of securities of other investment companies, if a Fund holds shares of 
another investment company, we will not vote such shares. 
 
Where there is no relevant, consistent stated investment objective, we vote proxies relating to the following substantive matters as 
described with respect to each matter listed below.  Where a proxy proposal is presented which is not listed below, we will vote in 
accordance with the most similar applicable policy which is stated below, or on a case-by-case basis in the manner which we 
believe will maximize the client’s investment return.  If we have identified a conflict of interest and have no general proxy voting 
policy on the matter presented, we will take other reasonable steps to help assure that the votes cast are in the client’s best 
interests. 
 
Our voting policies are premised on the following principles: 
 

 maximization of each investment’s return is the primary component of the Fund’s best interests; 

 good corporate governance will help maximize investment returns; 

 increasing shareholder involvement in corporate governance will help maximize investment returns; 

 antitakeover defenses inhibit maximization of investment returns; and 

 self-dealing by or conflicts of interest of company insiders are not in the Fund’s best interests. 

I.  The Board of Directors 
 
A. Voting on Director Nominees in Uncontested Elections 
 
Votes on director nominees in uncontested elections are made on a case-by-case basis, examining the following factors: 
 

 the long-term corporate performance record relative to a relevant market index or indices; 
 the composition of the board and key board committees; 
 the nominee's attendance record at board and committee meetings; and 
 the nominee's investment in the company. 

 
In cases of significant votes and when information is readily available, we may also review: 
 

 corporate governance provisions and takeover activity;  
 board decisions regarding executive compensation; 
 director compensation; 
 the number of other board seats held by the nominee; and  
 interlocking directorships. 

 
Having examined such factors, unless we find an important reason to withhold votes for an uncontested nominee, we generally vote 
to elect such nominees. 
 
B. Chairman and CEO are the Same Person 
 
We vote for shareholder proposals that would require or propose that the positions of chairman and CEO be held by different 
people. 
 
C. Majority of Independent Directors 
 
We vote for shareholder proposals that request that the board be comprised of a majority of independent directors. 
 
D. Board Committees 
 
We vote for shareholder proposals that request that the audit, compensation or nominating committees be comprised exclusively of 
independent directors. 
 
We withhold votes for non-independent directors who serve on the audit, compensation or nominating committees of the board. 
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We withhold votes for nominees who serve on the compensation committee if they have approved executive or director 
compensation arrangements which we would vote against under these guidelines.  See Section VII below. 
 
E. Term of Office 
 
We vote against shareholder proposals to limit the tenure of outside directors. 
 
F. Director and Officer Indemnification and Liability Protection 
 
We vote against proposals to limit or eliminate director and officer liability for monetary damages for breach of the duty of care, or to 
expand indemnification coverage beyond gross negligence. 
 
G. Charitable Contributions 
 
We vote against shareholder proposals to eliminate, direct or otherwise restrict charitable contributions. 
 
II. Proxy Contests 

A. Voting for Director Nominees in Contested Elections 

Votes in a contested election of directors are evaluated on a case-by-case basis, considering the following factors: 

 the long term financial performance of the target company relative to its industry; 
 management's track record; 
 the background to the proxy contest; 
 the qualifications of the director nominees on both slates; and 
 an evaluation of what each side is offering shareholders, as well as the likelihood that the proposed objectives and goals 

can be met. 
 
B. Reimburse Proxy Solicitation Expenses 
 
If we vote for one or more dissident nominees, we also vote to reimburse the dissidents’ proxy solicitation expenses, but not 
otherwise. 
 
III. Proxy Contest Defenses 

A. Board Structure: Staggered vs. Annual Elections 

We vote against proposals to classify the board, and for proposals to repeal classified boards and to elect all directors annually. 

B. Shareholder Ability to Remove Directors 

We vote against proposals that provide that directors may be removed only for cause, and for proposals to restore shareholder 
ability to remove directors with or without cause. 

We vote against proposals that only continuing directors may elect replacements to fill board vacancies, and for proposals that 
permit shareholders to elect directors to fill board vacancies. 

C. Cumulative Voting 

We vote for proposals to eliminate cumulative voting, and against proposals to permit cumulative voting. 

D. Shareholder Ability to Call Special Meetings 

We vote against proposals to restrict or prohibit shareholders’ ability to call special meetings of the Board or shareholders, and for 
proposals that remove restrictions on shareholders’ ability to call special meetings. 

E.  Shareholder Ability to Act by Written Consent 
 
We vote against proposals to restrict or prohibit shareholder ability to take action by written consent, and for proposals to allow or 
facilitate shareholder action by written consent. 
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F. Shareholder Ability to Alter the Size of the Board 

We vote for proposals that seek to fix the size of the board, and against proposals that give management the ability to alter the size 
of the board without shareholder approval. 

IV.  Tender Offer Defenses 

A. Poison Pills 
 
We vote for shareholder proposals that ask a company to submit its poison pill for shareholder ratification, and against management 
proposals to ratify a poison pill or which are otherwise in favor of poison pills. 

B. Fair Price Provisions 

We vote against fair price proposals, and for shareholder proposals to lower the shareholder vote requirement in existing fair price 
provisions, or which are otherwise against fair price provisions. 

C. Greenmail 

We vote for proposals to adopt anti-greenmail charter or bylaw amendments or which otherwise restrict a company's ability to make 
greenmail payments. 

D. Unequal Voting Rights 

We vote against dual class exchange offers and dual class recapitalizations. 

E. Supermajority Shareholder Vote Requirement to Amend the Charter or Bylaws 

We vote against proposals to impose supermajority requirements, and for proposals to lower supermajority shareholder vote 
requirements for charter and bylaw amendments or which are otherwise against supermajority shareholder vote requirements. 

F. White Squire Placements 

We vote for shareholder proposals to require shareholder approval of blank check preferred stock issues for other than general 
corporate purposes. 

V. Miscellaneous Governance Provisions 

A. Confidential Voting 

We vote for shareholder proposals that request corporations to adopt confidential voting or use independent tabulators or inspectors 
of election as long as the proposals include clauses for proxy contests as follows: In the case of a contested election, management 
is permitted to request that the dissident group honor its confidential voting policy. If the dissidents agree, the policy remains in 
place. If the dissidents do not agree, the confidential voting policy is waived. 

We vote for management proposals to adopt confidential voting. 

B. Equal Access 

We vote for shareholder proposals that would allow significant company shareholders equal access to management's proxy material 
in order to evaluate and propose voting recommendations on proxy proposals and director nominees, and in order to nominate their 
own candidates to the board. 

C. Shareholder Advisory Committees 

We vote for proposals to establish shareholder advisory committees.  

VI. Capital Structure 

A. Common Stock Authorization 

We review on a case-by-case basis proposals to increase the number of shares of common stock authorized for issue. 
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We vote against proposed common stock authorizations that would increase the existing authorization by more than 100 percent 
unless a clear need for the excess shares is presented by the company and we conclude that meeting the need is in the best 
interests of the client. 

B. Stock Splits and Dividends 

We vote for management proposals to increase common share authorization for a stock split, provided that the split does not result 
in an increase of authorized but unissued shares of more than 100% after giving effect to the shares needed for the split. 

C. Reverse Stock Splits 

We vote for management proposals to implement a reverse stock split, provided that the reverse split does not result in an increase 
of authorized but unissued shares of more than 100% after giving effect to the shares needed for the reverse split. 

D. Blank Check Preferred Authorization 

We vote for proposals to create or increase the authorized shares of blank check preferred stock only in cases when the company 
either expressly states that the stock will not be used as a takeover defense or carry superior voting rights or articulates a specific 
need for the new authorized shares and we conclude that meeting the need is in the best interests of the client. 

E. Shareholder Proposals Regarding Blank Check Preferred Stock 

We vote for shareholder proposals to have blank check preferred stock placements, other than those shares issued for the purpose 
of raising capital or making acquisitions in the normal course of business, submitted for shareholder ratification. 

F. Adjust Par Value of Common Stock 

We vote for management proposals to reduce the par value of common stock. 

G. Preemptive Rights 

We vote against proposals to create, and for proposals to abolish, preemptive rights. 

H. Debt Restructurings 

We review on a case-by-case basis proposals to increase common and/or preferred shares and to issue shares as part of a debt 
restructuring plan. We consider the following issues: 

 Dilut ion -  How much will ownership interest of existing shareholders be reduced, and how extreme will dilution to any 
future earnings be? 

 Change in Control  -  Wil l  the transaction result in a change in control of the company? 
 Bankruptcy -  Is  the threat of bankruptcy, which would result in severe losses in shareholder value, the main factor 

driving the debt restructuring? 
 
Generally, we approve proposals that facilitate debt restructuring unless there are clear signs of self-dealing or other abuses. 

I. Share Repurchase Programs 

We vote for management proposals to institute open-market share repurchase plans in which all shareholders may participate on 
equal terms. 

VII. Executive and Director Compensation 

In general, we vote for executive and director compensation plans which reward the creation of shareholder wealth by having a 
relatively high payout sensitivity to increases in shareholder value.  In evaluating a plan, we measure its dilutive effect both on 
shareholder wealth and on voting power. We value equity-based compensation together with the cash components of 
compensation. We estimate the present value of all short- and long-term incentives, derivative awards and cash/bonus 
compensation.  Administrative features are also factored into our vote. For example, our policy is that the plan should be 
administered by a committee of disinterested persons; insiders should not serve on compensation committees. 

A. Generally 

We vote for proposals to submit executive or director compensation plans for shareholder approval. 

We vote against executive or director compensation plans that include the: 
 

 ability to reprice underwater options without shareholder approval; 
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 ability to issue options with an exercise price below the stock's current market price; 
 ability to issue reload options; or 
 automatic share replenishment ("evergreen") provisions. 

We vote against plans where total potential economic dilution (including all equity-based plans) exceeds 15% of the shares 
outstanding. 

We vote against plans if annual option or similar grants have exceeded 2% of shares outstanding, or if options have been repriced 
within the past two years without shareholder approval. 

B. OBRA-Related Compensation Proposals 

We vote for proposals to amend shareholder-approved plans to include administrative features, add performance goals, place a cap 
on the annual grants any one participant may receive to comply with or otherwise qualify the plan for favorable tax treatment under 
the provisions of Section 162(m) of OBRA. 

C. Shareholder Proposals to Limit Executive and Director Pay 

Consistent with the other policies stated in this Section VII, we review on a case-by-case basis all other shareholder proposals that 
seek to limit executive and director pay. 

D. Golden and Tin Parachutes 

We vote for shareholder proposals to have golden and tin parachutes submitted for shareholder ratification or which otherwise are 
against such arrangements. 

E. Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs) 

We vote for proposals that request shareholder approval in order to implement an ESOP or to increase authorized shares for 
existing ESOPs, except in cases when the number of shares allocated to the ESOP is greater than five percent of the outstanding 
shares. 

F. 401(k) Employee Benefit Plans 

We vote for proposals to implement a 401(k) savings plan for employees. 

VIII.  State of Incorporation 

A. Voting on State Takeover Statutes 

We vote against proposals to opt in and for proposals to opt out of state antitakeover statutes (including control share acquisition 
statutes, control share cash-out statutes, freezeout provisions, fair price provisions, stakeholder laws, poison pill endorsements, 
severance pay and labor contract provisions, anti-greenmail provisions and disgorgement provisions). 

B. Voting on Reincorporation Proposals 

Proposals to change a company's state of incorporation are examined on a case-by-case basis. 

IX. Extraordinary Transactions 

A. Extraordinary Business Combination Transactions 

Votes on mergers and acquisitions and corporate restructuring proposals including minority squeezeouts, leveraged buyouts, spin-
offs and asset sales, are considered on a case-by case basis, taking into account at least the following: 

 anticipated financial and operational benefits; 
 offer price (cost vs. premium); 
 prospects of the resulting company (if our clients’ investments would continue); 
 the background of the transaction; and 
 changes in corporate governance and their impact on shareholder rights. 

 
B. Liquidations 

Votes on liquidations are made on a case-by-case basis after reviewing management's efforts to pursue other alternatives, the 
appraised value of assets, and the compensation arrangements for executives managing the liquidation. 

C. Appraisal Rights 
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We vote for proposals to restore or provide shareholders with rights of appraisal.  

D. Changing Corporate Name 

We vote for changing the corporate name. 

X. Social and Environmental Issues 

We vote against shareholder social and environmental proposals because our focus is on the economic objectives of our clients. 
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PART C 
OTHER INFORMATION 

 
Item 28. Exhibits 
 
Exhibit Number Description 
 
A Declaration of Trust1 
B-1 By-Laws1 
B-2 Amendment to By-Laws4 
C None 
D Management Agreement4 
e1 Distribution Agreement3 
f None 
g Custody Agreement1 
h1 Administration Agreement1 
h2 Transfer Agent Agreement3 
h3 Accounting Services Agreement3 

h4 Fee Waiver Agreement5 
h5 First Amendment to Fee Waiver Agreement  
i Opinion and Consent1 
j Consent of Independent Auditors 
k None 
l Subscription Agreement1 
m Amended and Restated Distribution and Shareholder Servicing Plan5 
n Amended Multiple Class Plan5 
o Amended Code of Ethics of the Funds2 
p Code of Ethics of the Advisor2 
 
1 Incorporated by reference to the corresponding exhibit to the Registration Statement. 
2 Incorporated by reference to the corresponding exhibit to the Post-Effective Amendment No. 1 to the Registration Statement. 
3 Incorporated by reference to the corresponding exhibit to the Post-Effective Amendment No. 3 to the Registration Statement. 
4 Incorporated by reference to the corresponding exhibit to the Post-Effective Amendment No. 4 to the Registration Statement. 
5 Incorporated by reference to the corresponding exhibit to Post-Effective Amendment No. 13 to the Registration Statement. 
 
Item 29.  Persons Controlled by or Under Common Control with Registrant. 
 
Not applicable. 
 
Item 30.  Indemnification 
 
Reference is made to Article VIII of the Registrant’s Declaration of Trust filed as Exhibit a.  The application of these provisions is 
limited by Article 10 of the Registrant’s By-laws filed as Exhibit b and by the following undertaking set forth in the rules promulgated 
by the Securities and Exchange Commission:  Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act of 1933 may 
be permitted to trustees, officers and controlling persons of the registrant pursuant to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the 
registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the Securities and Exchange Commission such indemnification is against public 
policy as expressed in such Act and is, therefore, unenforceable.  In the event that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities 
(other than the payment by the registrant of expenses incurred or paid by a trustee, officer or controlling person of the registrant in 
the successful defense of any action, suit or proceeding) is asserted by such trustee, officer or controlling person in connection with 
the securities being registered, the registrant will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling 
precedent, submit to a court of appropriate jurisdiction the question whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as 
expressed in such Act and will be governed by the final adjudication of such issue. 
 
Item 31.  Business and Other Connections of the Investment Advisor.  
 
Arch Eagle Group Inc. (f/k/a Ancora Capital Inc.) is a holding company whose main subsidiary is Ancora Securities, Inc., a 
registered broker/dealer. Arch Eagle Group Inc. and Ancora Securities, Inc. share a principal place of business at One Chagrin 
Highlands, 2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 120, Cleveland, Ohio  44122. Ancora Advisors LLC, a registered investment advisor, is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of The Ancora Group Inc.  Ancora Advisors LLC and The Ancora Group Inc. share a principal place of 
business at One Chagrin Highlands, 2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 300, Cleveland, Ohio  44122. 
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The table below lists the names, addresses and any other business, profession, vocation or employment of a substantial nature of 
each director, officer or partner of the Advisor: 
 

Name and Address Principal Occupation(s) 
 

Richard A. Barone 
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive 
Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Portfolio Manager of the Ancora Funds since 2004. 
Chairman and Manager of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2003. 
Chairman and Director of Ancora Securities, Inc. since 2000. 
Chairman, Director of The Ancora Group Inc. since 2010. 
Chairman and Director of Arch Eagle Group Inc. (f/k/a Ancora Capital Inc.) 
since 2002. 
Member of the Executive Committee of the Ancora entities since 2006. 

Frederick D. DiSanto 
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive 
Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Manager of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2006. 
President and Chief Executive Officer of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2006. 
Chief Executive Officer, Director of The Ancora Group Inc. since 2010. 
Member of the Executive Committee of the Ancora entities since 2006. 

Denis J. Amato 
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive 
Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Portfolio Manager of Ancora Equity Fund and Ancora Special Opportunity 
Fund since 2006. 
Director of The Ancora Group Inc. since 2010. 
Manager of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2006. 
Member of the Executive Committee of the Ancora entities since 2006. 

Bradley A. Zucker 
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive 
Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Chief Financial Officer of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2003. 
Secretary of the Ancora Funds since 2004. 
Chief Financial Officer and Director of The Ancora Group, Inc. since 2010.   
Member of the Executive Committee of the Ancora entities since 2006. 
 

Joseph M. Spidalieri  
One Chagrin Highlands 
2000 Auburn Drive 
Suite 300 
Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Chief Compliance Officer of Ancora Advisors LLC since 2011. 
Chief Compliance Officer of the Ancora Funds since 2011.  
Chief Compliance Officer of The Ancora Group, Inc. since 2011. 
 

 
Item 32.  Principal Underwriters. 
 
Ancora Securities, Inc. is the principal underwriter of shares of the Funds. 
  
Ancora Securities, Inc. does not act as principal underwriter for any other investment companies. 
  
The following table provides information for each officer and director of Ancora Securities, Inc.  
 
 Ancora Securities, Inc. 

 
Ancora Trust 

Richard A. Barone 
2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 300 
Cleveland, OH 44122 

Director and President Director, Chairman and 
 Portfolio Manager 

Christopher R. Barone 
2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 120 
Cleveland, OH 44122 

Director and President None 

Robin M. VanBurik 
2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 120 
Cleveland, OH 44122 

Secretary None 

 
Item 33.  Location of Accounts and Records. 
 
All accounts, books and documents required to be maintained by the Registrant pursuant to Section 31(a) of the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 and Rules 31a-1 through 31a-3 thereunder are maintained at the office of the Registrant One Chagrin 
Highlands, 2000 Auburn Drive, Suite 300, Cleveland, Ohio  44122, or at the offices of Ancora Securities, Inc., 2000 Auburn Drive, 
Suite 300, Cleveland, Ohio 44122, except that all records relating to the activities of the Funds’ custodian are maintained at the 
office of the custodian, U.S. Bank N.A., 425 Walnut Street, M.L. CN-WN-06TC, Cincinnati, Ohio  45202. 
 
Item 34.  Management Services. 
 
Not Applicable. 
 
Item 35.  Undertakings. 
 
Not Applicable. 
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SIGNATURES 
 
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Investment Company Act of 1940, the Registrant certifies that it 
meets all requirements for effectiveness of this registration statement under Rule 485(b) under the Securities Act and has duly 
caused this Amendment to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in the City of Cleveland, State of 
Ohio, on April 24, 2013. 
 

ANCORA TRUST 
 
 
/s/Richard A. Barone, Chairman 
 
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, this Amendment has been signed below by the following persons in the 
capacities and on the dates indicated. 
 
 Signature   Title  Date 
 
 
 
 /s/Richard A. Barone  Chairman and Trustee April 24, 2013 
 
 
  
 /s/Raj Aggarwal  Trustee  April 24, 2013 
 
 
 
 /s/Donald Lerner  Trustee  April 24, 2013 
 
 
 
 /s/Anne Peterson Ogan   Trustee  April 24, 2013 
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EXHIBIT J 
 

CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM 
 
 

As independent registered public accountants, we hereby consent to the use of our report incorporated by 
reference herein dated March 1, 2013 on the financial statements of Ancora Trust, comprising Ancora 
Income Fund, Ancora Equity Fund, Ancora MicroCap Fund and Ancora Special Opportunity Fund, as of 
December 31, 2012 and for the periods indicated therein and to the references to our firm in the 
Prospectus and the Statement of Additional Information in this Post-Effective Amendment to Ancora 
Trusts’ Registration Statement on Form N-1A. 
 
 
 
 
 
Cohen Fund Audit Services, Ltd.  
Cleveland, Ohio 
April 29, 2013 
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EXHIBIT H5 
 

FIRST AMENDMENT TO FEE WAIVER AGREEMENT  
 

THIS FIRST AMENDMENT TO FEE WAIVER AGREEMENT (this “Amendment”) is 
made and entered into effective as of April 30, 2013 between Ancora Advisors, Inc. (the “Advisor”) 
and Ancora Trust (the “Trust”), on behalf of certain series of the Trust set forth in Schedule A 
attached hereto (each a “Fund,” and collectively, the “Funds”). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the Trust is an Ohio business trust organized under a Declaration of Trust 
(“Declaration of Trust”), and is registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as 
amended (the “1940 Act”), as an open-end management company of the series type, and each 
Fund is a series of the Trust; and 
  

WHEREAS, the Trust and the Advisor have entered into a Management Agreement dated 
November 1, 2006, as amended (the “Management Agreement”), pursuant to which the Advisor 
provides investment advisory and other management services to each series of the Trust for 
compensation based on the value of the average daily net assets of each series; and 

  
WHEREAS, the Trust and the Advisor have entered into a Fee Waiver Agreement (the 

“Agreement”) in order to limit Fund Operating Expenses; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Trust and the Advisor now desire to amend the Agreement in order to 
extend the term of the Agreement to April 30, 2014. 
 

AGREEMENT 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein 
contained, Trust and Advisor hereby agree to amend the Agreement as follows: 

• Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in the Agreement. 

• Except as specifically provided for herein, the terms of the Agreement shall continue 
in full force and effect. 

• Section 2 of the Agreement is hereby amended by replacing “December 31, 2013” 
with “April 30, 2014”.  

 [Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Amendment to be signed by their respective 
officers thereunto duly, as of the day and year first above written. 
  
  ANCORA TRUST 

 
  By: /s/Richard A. Barone 
  Name:   Richard A. Barone 
  Its: Chairman 
      
      
  ANCORA ADVISORS, INC. 

 
  By: /s/Frederick DiSanto 
  Name: Frederick DiSanto 
  Its: Chief Executive Officer 
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Schedule A 
  

Fund   

Limit on 
Total Operating 

Expenses   
 
Ancora Income Fund 
 Class C  
 Class I 
   

 
 

2.00 
1.285  

 

% 
% 
 

Ancora/Thelen Small-Mid Cap Fund  
 Class I  
   

 
 

1.39 
 

 
 
% 
 

Ancora Micro Cap Fund  
 Class I 
   

 
 

1.60  
 
% 
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